Last year Philadelphia celebrated its 300th anniversary—a happy marriage of people and plants. Founded as the City of Brotherly Love and as a “greene Country Towne,” it and the surrounding Delaware Valley today boast the largest concentration of botanical gardens and arboreta of any region in the nation. We will explore this region rich in gardens and garden history during our 38th Annual Meeting September 14-17.

In association with the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, we will visit such well-known gardens as Longwood, the Morris Arboretum, Andalusia, Chanticleer and the Highlands. We will have the rare opportunity to view no fewer than 10 other outstanding private gardens. Lectures and panel discussions are on our itinerary, as are such special highlights as cocktails and a private dinner at Longwood and our President’s Banquet, which will take place at the Franklin Plaza Hotel.

We will be staying at the new Franklin Plaza, convenient to most of the historic sites of Philadelphia. Sign up for our Post-Conference Tour and visit even more lovely gardens and arboreta in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York before returning to Philadelphia for the grand finale, PHS’s well-known Harvest Show.

If it’s gardens you want to see, don’t miss Philadelphia this fall. Look for a brochure in your mailbox later this month, or write the Education Office for a registration packet.

American Horticultural Society
Box 0105,
Mt. Vernon, VA 22121
703-768-5700
Holly Shimizu is the first curator of the only national herb garden established in this country. Read about Holly and this garden's development beginning on page 15. Photograph by Jeanne Shojaat.
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ON THE COVER: "Morning Glory," 1952. 16" x 20". Pastel on paper. Happily for those of us who enjoy botanical art, Henry Lindemeyer began painting flowers during the 1930's. Though he was a graduate of the Art Students League in New York, he played down his talents; very few of his paintings were exhibited during his lifetime. Today, however, his wife and children are reassembling the collection of his botanical work and making it possible for us to enjoy his accomplishment. His pastels and oils have been shown at the Horticultural Society of New York, the U.S. National Arboretum, the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts and Carnegie-Mellon University. Posters of some of his work also are available (see page 39). The American Horticultural Society is pleased to feature "Morning Glory" on the cover of this issue.
ON BECOMING A CONVERT

W hen I was hired by the Society in 1979, it certainly wasn’t because of my horticultural expertise. I felt secure in my knowledge of magazines and the publishing field, but as a gardener I didn’t trust myself to be responsible for anything more than a small collection of common house plants.

Fortunately, I’ve learned a few things about plants in the last four years. In fact, I’ve become a convert and can no more imagine a future without gardening than a park without trees. Now I must add to my already unmanageable reading list the works of gardeners such as Vita Sackville-West, Russell Page, Rosemary Verey, Eleanor Pereney, Katherine White. And to my travel wish list I must add the names of Wisley, Sissinghurst, Hidcote and all the other lovely English gardens, as well as our Pacific Northwest, Japan and the entire continent of Australia.

With my knowledge have come new opinions (I have discovered gardeners are an opinionated lot): the rose may be the world’s favorite flower, but give me a peony any day; we Americans should be proud of our native wildflowers and use them more in the garden; bigger is not necessarily better. I find I often prefer the species to the hybrid; catalogs without indices and those whose listings are not in alphabetical order, by botanical name, drive me mad; American nurseries don’t offer nearly enough variety in their plant selections; people who garden regularly are generally a contented, well adjusted lot; botanical names for plants are absolutely necessary, but common names still have more charm; there is no such thing as a spot where nothing will grow—the right plant just hasn’t yet been found; good gardens are planned.

Certainly my new appreciation for plants and gardening is the thing I am most thankful to the Society for giving me, but I am also grateful for the opportunity I’ve had to meet new people and visit places I might never have seen otherwise.

I read an article about Longwood in a magazine once, but I might never have discovered what a remarkable place it is unless I had gone there on an AHS visit. Nor would I have been able to see the lovely private gardens of Savannah in the spring or the wonderful research facilities at Missouri Botanical Garden or the unforgettable rock garden tended with loving care by its owners in Massachusetts.

Many of my most treasured new friends are pen pals. Regularly I correspond with gardeners whose faces I have never seen but whose words I feel sure I would recognize in an instant. I am especially touched by those whose gardens have given them solace as they deal with severe illness, physical handicap or the loss of a loved one.

I think I made a wise decision to move from Texas to Virginia four years ago and come to work at River Farm. I am happy to have no regrets, for, as you may have guessed by now, this editorial is not just a thank you letter to the American Horticultural Society, it is also a farewell. I will leave AHS the end of this month as an employee, but I will certainly remain as a member and friend.

The Society’s publications will be in the capable hands of Barbara Ellis, who is now Associate Editor of American Horticulturist, and whose two years of experience with AHS should make the transition a smooth one. She will continue to have the support of Lucinda Weakland and Louise Baughn, whose able assistance over the last four and two years, respectively, made my job immensely easier.

My new venture doesn’t involve plants, but its success may allow me to fulfill a long-held fantasy: to buy a small house in the country and establish a lovely English-style cottage garden surrounding it. Who knows, I just may become a good enough gardener some day to be featured in these pages!
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**HYDROPONICS FOR THE HOME GARDENER**
Revised Edition
Stewart Kenyon
Get larger, higher quality yields in confined areas—by using hydroponics. This revised edition explains how to construct or buy a hydroponic system and how to choose all necessary maintenance materials. It even offers recipes created by top chefs who have their own hydroponic gardens. You'll find out how to grow a multitude of fresh herbs, tasty salad vegetables, houseplants, and indoor flowers in any season. Very clear—American Horticulturist 158 pp., 6 x 9, illus., $8.95 paper

**HILLIER'S MANUAL OF TREES & SHRUBS**
Fifth Edition
H.G. Hillier
Chock-full of essential information on horticultural genera—including data on their color, size, and growth habits. You'll gain useful tips on how to grow everything from trees and shrubs to climbers, conifers, and bamboos. Advice on pruning and garden planning, and a glossary of botanical terms are included. 575 pp., 5 7/8 x 8 1/4, illus., $19.95

**NOW IN PAPERBACK**

**THE GARDENING YEAR**
Thalassa Cruso
A January-to-December gardening guide! It describes the characteristics of seasonal plants and explains how to transfer water-rooted cuttings to soil, use different lighting and watering techniques, grow vegetables, and raise unusual species. 320 pp., 6 7/8 x 7 1/4, illus., $10.45 paper

**MAKING THINGS GROW INDOORS**
Thalassa Cruso
A renowned gardener provides season-by-season instructions for growing a wide variety of plants for every kind of indoor environment. You'll find advice on potting and watering plants, enriching soil, coping with pests, controlling and pruning plants, and more. 264 pp., 6 x 9, illus., $9.95 paper

**MAKING THINGS GROW OUTDOORS**
Thalassa Cruso
More than 75,000 copies sold to date! This enduring classic explains how to grow a good lawn, beauty yards, make organic fertilizer, resuscitate depleted soil, control weeds, and lay out an easy-to-care-for flower garden. 384 pp., 6 x 9, illus., $9.95 paper

**THE BEAUTIFUL FOOD GARDEN**
Kate Rogers Gessert
Cultivate gardens that are edible as well as ornamental. This practical guide explains how to adapt beautiful gardens of any size to a particular environment. Possibilities range from containers on windowsills in city spaces to different-sized private outdoor gardens to spacious community parks. You'll find out what plants are best suited for edible landscaping by virtue of their attractiveness, yield, and ease of growth. 272 pp., 6 7/8 x 10, illus., $24.95

**PLANTING DETAILS**
Gary Robinette and Richard Nehring
Convey information to contractors and nursery people with pinpoint accuracy. This planting manual demonstrates optimum detailing procedures for digging, pruning, shrub planting, hedge planting, tree planting, tree staking, planting groundcovers, and much more. Crystal-clear drawings are provided along with typical detail sheets that explain how details are arranged in specific situations. 256 pp., 8 1/2 x 11, illus., $92.50

**FIELD GUIDE TO TROPICAL AND SUBTROPICAL PLANTS**
Frances Perry and Roy Hay
The 200 most common genera of trees, shrubs, and plants of the warmer lands—from Bermuda to Hong Kong—are thoroughly described in this compact guide. In convenient two-page spreads, The Field Guide to Tropical and Subtropical Plants offers detailed information along with a full-color photograph for each plant. An index based on flower color further aids identification. 136 pp., 5 7/8 x 8 1/4, illus., $10.95

**GARDENS OF A GOLDEN AFTERNOON**
The Story of a Partnership:
Edwin Lutyens & Gertrude Jekyll
Jane Brown
Follow the team of Jekyll and Lutyens into 100 of the gardens they created together. The fascinating story of this talented duo is highlighted with vivid photographs, sketches, drawings, and planting plans. You'll find clear explanations of the gardening principles, architectural philosophy, use of color associations, and rigorous application of design details that made the gardens so special. 208 pp., 7 1/4 x 9 1/4, illus., $29.95

**THE CLASSICAL GARDENS OF CHINA**
Yang Hongxun
Now let the Chinese themselves take you through the spectacular history of their gardens. You'll find dozens of photographs that illustrate the: treasures of Chinese garden architecture. Yang Hongxun traces garden building from its origins—as far back as King Wen of the Zhou dynasty in the tenth century B.C.—and follows its development to the magnificent culmination in Yi He Yuan, the Imperial Gardens of the Summer Palace outside Beijing. 128 pp., 8 1/4 x 9 1/4, illus., $29.95

**THE LANDSCAPE OF MAN**
Shaping the Environment from Prehistory to the Present Day
Geoffrey and Susan Kellicott
Discover how landscape design has been used to express ideas of power, order, comfort, harmony, and mystery. Using over 700 photographs and drawings, the authors explain how the social and intellectual concepts of 26 different cultures—including those of Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome, and medieval Europe—have been defined in terms of their landscape design. 384 pp., 9 1/4 x 11 1/4, illus., $19.95 paper
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**VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD**
The evening primrose family, Onagraceae, is distributed worldwide, but it is most diverse in the western United States and Mexico where all known genera occur. Herbs (or rarely, shrubs), growing in either dry or moist habitats, the majority prefer temperate or subtropical zones. Many herbs with showy flowers are included, among them Oenothera, Fuchsia, Clarkia, Epilobium and Zauschneria. The chief economic value of the family is in ornamental uses.

Family characteristics include alternate, opposite or whorled leaves, bisexual flowers having four sepals and four petals and eight stamens in whorls. The flowers may be solitary in the leaf axils or grouped in spikes or racemes. The fruit is a dry pod, often holding silky-haired seeds, or it may be a berry.

The evening primrose family has been the subject of considerable cytogenetical study; intense genetic investigation began over 60 years ago, and the evening primrose, Oenothera, has long been used to illustrate principles of plant genetics.

Americans ought to have a special interest in evening primroses because they are almost entirely American—North or South—from 90 to 100 of the known species being natives of North America, scattered over many of the states. California has a large allotment of native evening primroses, both perennial and heat and drought-loving annuals.

Oenothera species are prized for their showy, bright, prevailing yellow but also rose or white flowers. Some species are day-blooming, the sundrops; others, night-blooming and fragrant. Annuals, biennials and perennials, selected species have special garden uses.

Oenothera biennis, the common evening primrose, is biennial. It is common in Europe, having been introduced there from its native Virginia as early as 1619. The large yellow flowers of this night-bloomer are fragrant and attract moths. It is a three-foot weedy, branching plant not usually of garden interest, but it is of commanding appearance in natural or meadow gardening. Other night-bloomers are O. speciosa, from the Plains states, which has cupped, fragrant white flowers that turn pink soon after they open, and from South America, O. odorata, a fragrant yellow-flowered species.

References on edible wild plants include the roots and leaves of O. biennis on the lists. Folk legends have led to inquiries as to potential medicinal properties of this evening primrose. Recently there has been a flurry of interest in the numerous reddish seeds of O. biennis. Oenothera varieties have been grown for years both in the United States and in Europe for the oil contained in the seed. Seeds are about 29 percent oil by weight. Now with modern technology the oil is extracted and an acid contained therein is removed and used as a diet supplement with supposedly remarkable attributes, resulting in a rapid rise in fame of the evening primrose. It seems absurd that this common roadside weed might contain an essential nutrient absent from our varied modern-day diet or that a deficiency of this one nutrient might be implicated in a wide range of serious bodily disorders. The tremendous amount of research now being directed at evening primrose and its oil-bearing seeds seems to confirm its efficacy in treatment of various diseases. This research suggests that primrose oil may be of use in treatment of heart disease, arthritis, eczema, multiple sclerosis, alcoholism and obesity.

Respected medical researchers are still extremely cautious about claims for the curative powers of evening primrose oil. Meanwhile, as a dietary supplement, the oil capsules are widely available in health food stores with the label that they may “help treat alcoholism, eczema, and more.”
8 Reasons to Join The American Horticultural Society Today!

1. American Horticulturist
This lovely magazine comes to you six times a year with everything you need to know to be a better gardener. In every issue you'll find original articles by amateurs as well as the nation's top professionals. You'll learn about new plant introductions, culture, breeding, and you'll especially enjoy a regular feature on the principles of design. American Horticulturist is designed with rare graphic elegance. Produced on rich, heavy, glossy paper. Illustrated with extraordinary four-color photography.

2. The lively, informative Newsletter
As a member you'll receive the Society's award-winning bimonthly newsletter. It fills you in on the latest Society activities, tells you where to buy what—and when to plant what. Gives you new gardening ideas, environmental tips and research reports. Provides a calendar of major national and international gardening events.

3. Free gardener's information service
Have a problem? Let us help. Our trained horticulturists will be happy to provide thorough answers to your gardening questions in sensible, down-to-earth language.

4. Special discounts on gardening books
You'll have a rare opportunity to build an impressive reference library of gardening books—illustrated, step-by-step handbooks on flowers, fruits, vegetables and trees. Order by mail. Save money and time and be assured of receiving quality titles.

5. Rare or unusual seeds—Free!
Every spring we give our Members the opportunity to participate in a special free seed program. Choose seeds from a selection of annuals, house plants, vegetables, perennials, trees and shrubs. Our catalog comes complete with planting and germination instructions.

6. Horticultural travel opportunities
Come explore the flora of far (and not so far) away places, from England to the Galapagos Islands, from Central America to the People's Republic of China. The itineraries are as diversified as all outdoors. The accent is on the most distinctive horticultural subjects in each area, and you will always have a qualified horticulturist along to guide you and answer your questions.

7. Meet fellow gardeners
Opportunities to exchange ideas with gardeners, educators, scientists, writers, artists, botanists, ecologists and conservationists at enjoyable and educational events. These events range from the Annual Meeting and Spring Symposium held in areas of major horticultural interest across the country to special events and discount rates on lectures and classes held on a regional basis.

8. Visit River Farm
Membership also entitles you to visit and tour AHS headquarters at historic River Farm in Virginia. Enjoy our many official plant display gardens, including our AARS rose garden (500 plants and almost 60 cultivars) and a new addition last year—our six-acre wildflower meadow.

No matter what your interest in gardening may be, the American Horticultural Society can provide you with the information and know-how you'll need to make your gardening easier and more enjoyable...all year long.

American Horticultural Society
P.O. Box 0105
Mount Vernon, VA 22121
Oenothera species grouped as sundrops or suncups offer possibilities in the garden different in some ways from the species usually referred to as evening primroses. These are perennials bearing yellow flowers with stems and leaves often tinged red or bronze. The qualities of O. pilosella, O. fruticosa, O. glauca and O. perennis are described in an article beginning on page 31 of this issue of American Horticulturist.

From an ornamental viewpoint, the most important genus of Onagraceae is Fuchsia. Fuchsias are native to Mexico, Central and South America and New Zealand. The species F. triphylla, on which the genus was founded, was discovered in 1703 by Father Plunier and was named for Leonard Fuchs (1501-66), botanist and physician at Tubingen University.

Fuchsias are woody, sometimes vigorous, shrubs or they may range from ground-covering species to small trees. Attractive red and purple pendant flowers drape the branches. These are tubular, four long sepals framing four shorter petals, the latter frequently of a different shade. Many kinds produce juicy, edible berries.

In the temperate regions of North America and Northern Europe, fuchsias are rarely hardy; over much of the world they must be grown as greenhouse plants. The New Zealand species and one from South America, F. magellanica, from the Straits of Magellan, are the hardiest.

F. magellanica comes from the southernmost tip of South America and is hardy in Zones 5 to 6 in the eastern United States. Its F1 hybrid ‘Riccartoni’ is the most floriferous; it will grow outdoors with protection as far north as New York City and British Columbia on the west coast. Massive hedges of ‘Riccartoni’, with its scarlet and dark-purple blossoms, amaze American travelers to the islands off the west coast of Scotland and in southwest England and Eire. This variety has even become naturalized in some areas. This hardy fuchsia was the subject of an article in American Horticulturist, Vol. 57, No. 2.

F. procumbens, from New Zealand, is hardy in Zone 10; this prostrate creeper with orange flowers and persistent red berries is ornamental as a hanging basket plant.

After the discovery of one species of fuchsia by Plunier, others were found and sent to Europe for propagation and hybridization. Plant hunting expeditions sponsored by nurseries and other organizations were quick to realize the profitability of introducing new species. These beautiful and showy plants received much attention, particularly in England and France where many new hybrids were created in rapid succession. From native forms, which were largely red and purple or entirely red or crimson and single, all of the various colors and forms have been obtained.

The first garden fuchsias were variants of F. magellanica. Because of its versatility, early hybridizers concentrated on using it as a parent. Most modern hybrids have magellanica in their family tree. The general name F. X hybrida is given to the innumerable tender hybrids that are the popular greenhouse, hanging basket and pot plants of today. The majority of new varieties put on the market each year originate in California; many are bred to suit West Coast growing conditions. Americans demonstrate a preference for trailing types suitable for hanging baskets, whereas the British lean toward bush and upright types. There is a multitude of fuchsia specialist nurseries, mostly concentrated in California. For enthusiasts, fuchsia societies in the United States and Canada are: National Fuchsia Society, South Coast Botanic Garden, 26300 Crenshaw Blvd., Palos Verdes, CA 90274 and British Columbia Fuchsia and Begonia Society, 2175 West 16th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V6K 3B1.

The fuchsia had a history all its own, well before its discovery by the Western World. A great number of species originate in countries that were the empires of two great civilizations, the Aztec of Mexico and the Inca of Peru. Many of the tribes that were scattered far and wide after the fall of the Inca empire owed their lives to the fuchsia berries on which they lived while fleeing from the Spanish. Even now, many Indian tribes relish fuchsia berries, which have high vitamin content and are often pleasantly flavorful.

Six species are found in the islands of New Zealand. F. excorticata, of tree-like proportions, is common to the New Zealand bush, where it is recognized by the cinnamon-brown bark hanging in strips. The bright blue pollen for which it is noted was used by Maori maidens as a face powder in imitation of the dusting of blue on pollinating birds.

Familiar as California fuchsia, Zauschneria is a Mexican genus of four species. Z. californica, hardy in Zone 9, is best known. It bears many narrow, tubular scarlet flowers in autumn. Erect or decum-
**STRANGE RELATIVES CONT’D**

Most widely recognized has to be *Epilobium angustifolium*, the fireweed or great willow herb, found growing naturally over much of North America and Europe. A long-blooming perennial, it displays many-flowered spikes of rose to magenta hues followed by capsules containing seeds bearing milky tufts of hairs that waft the seeds far and wide and account for the spread of this plant.

Fireweed springs to life following forest fires and covers the burned over area with dense growth of three- to five-foot plants. It was one of the first plant pioneers in the Mt. St. Helens area following the 1981 eruption there. After World War II, the people of London were amazed to see flowering plants lining the bomb craters. Speculation was rife as to how they got there for some had never before been seen by Londoners. One of these flowering plants was fireweed, whose wind-borne seeds had been carried aloft from where fireweed grows also in riotous profusion near the blackened remains of the burned taiga in Alaska where, to its liking, water of the thawed surface soil produces a floating layer of floating color.

Fireweed is a weed in truth, but its drought resistance is an asset. Rock fringe clings to gray arctic sands in midstream to get its life sustaining moisture. All these are epilobiums.

---

**Make every day a SUN day.**

With a Janco greenhouse that’s just right for your home or business. Free-standing or lean-to, Janco greenhouses are all-aluminum for easy care and come with regular or factory-sealed insulated glass. A choice of attractive finishes, too! Start with a Janco and you’ll enjoy years of growing success.

Send $2.00 for our 48-page color catalog featuring the largest selection of greenhouses and accessories. Allow four weeks for delivery.

**JANCO GREENHOUSES**

Dept AH-6, 9390 Davis Avenue, Laurel, MD 20707 (301) 498-5700

---

**THE PERMANENT METAL GARDEN LABEL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style Markers</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-Hairpin Style</td>
<td>$6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Plant or Shrub Labels</td>
<td>$5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Cap Style</td>
<td>$6.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-Swimming Style</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Rose Markers</td>
<td>$6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Tall Display</td>
<td>$8.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-Tall Single Staff</td>
<td>$6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-Flag Style</td>
<td>$4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J-Small Plant Labels</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-Tie-On Labels</td>
<td>$6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Miniature Markers</td>
<td>$5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special Quantity Prices Available

Introductory Offer: 1 Each: A, B, C, D, E, H, J, K with Water-Proof Crayon Only $2.00

---

**PAW PAW EVERLAST LABEL COMPANY**

P. O. Box 93-AH
Paw Paw, Michigan 49079-0093

---

Jane Steffey is the Society’s horticultural advisor.
READING TREE LEAVES: A GUIDE TO DIAGNOSING SYMPTOMS
When the leaves on a tree fall to the ground, it’s a sure sign that some change is taking place in that tree’s life cycle. The change may be normal—it’s October and the lovely magenta leaves of your prize maple have fulfilled their purpose for the season, or the change may be abnormal—the leaves on that same maple turn brown, shrivel and fall to the ground in July. Something seems clearly wrong, but what? Making one’s way through the maze of clues left by the leaves of woody ornamentals (changes in their color, texture, shape or their loss altogether) can be confusing, but deciphering the clues can also prevent the loss of a favorite—and valuable—addition to your garden. These changes may indicate the presence of injury, insects, diseases or adverse environmental conditions.

Deciphering the messages those symptoms convey is a skill that improves with practice. As gardeners, we certainly do receive ample opportunities to work upon our diagnostic techniques. The brief guide that follows should help you to recognize those abnormal leaf symptoms that may call for your intercession on a plant’s behalf. This guide will also increase your awareness of the multitude of different factors that influence a plant’s well being.

Foliar Symptoms and Nonfoliar Injuries

Any injury to a plant’s roots, trunk or branches that interferes with the movement of water from the roots out to the leaves will invariably lead to symptoms of water stress, including leaves that are undersized and off-color, to leaves killed for want of water. Splits or cracks in the woody portions of a plant, cankers that expand to encircle trunks or branches, girdling roots or even wire that was wrapped around a trunk years ago and forgotten will impede a plant’s ability to supply its leaves with adequate moisture.

You should also be aware of the role vascular diseases play in harming leaves. Various fungi and bacteria can enter a plant’s xylem either through the roots or by way of injuries to the plant’s bark. As they spread within the conductive tissues they plug them up, effectively preventing moisture from reaching the leaves. Diseased, flagging leaves are a sure sign that for some reason those leaves are no longer receiving the water they need to survive. When one side of a plant suddenly wilts and will not recover when watered, a vascular infection may be responsible.

While you check a plant’s root collar, trunk and branching for indications of physical injuries, keep an eye out for signs of insect activities that may have impaired that plant’s ability to keep its foliage well watered. Holes in trunks or branches from which frass (sawdust often mixed with sap or resin) is expelled are sure signs of borer activity, while grubs or wireworms at a plant’s base may indicate trouble in the root zone.

Foliar Symptoms and Environmental Stress

Assume you have a tree that was previously healthy but is now showing signs of distress. Its over-all appearance is poor, with leaves that are oddly shaped and off-color. The canopy is thinning and you are justifiably concerned.

Many of the non-foliar injuries mentioned above could have led to the current state in which this tree finds itself. However, a careful examination has uncovered no apparent injury that could account for the tree’s decline. At this point, an examination of the conditions under which the tree is growing may yield the source of its distress.

There will be many occasions when the aid of a professional diagnostician will be needed to unravel the relationships between the foliar symptoms of environmental stress and the specific factors in the plant’s surroundings that have put it under stress. However, by using the following chart and your knowledge of a plant’s habitat, you should be able to get a handle on what might be responsible for your plant’s misfortune.

As you can see from this “stress list,” there may be many different sources of environmental distress, although the foliar symptoms they induce are often quite similar. For this reason, the key to diagnosing which environmental factors have gone awry depends not so much on symptom analysis as upon a careful study of a plant’s history. What changes have taken place in the plant’s vicinity both prior to and during the occurrence of the foliar symptoms that first caught your attention? If you have a good grasp of the cultural history of a plant, you will be in a better position to determine what environmental factors may have adversely affected it.

Foliar Symptoms and Insects

There are a variety of insect activities harmful to leaves. Feeding on roots, boring into stems, transmitting diseases as they feed and feeding on the leaves themselves all come quickly to mind. The direct assault on a plant’s foliage is probably the least harmful in terms of a plant’s overall well being, but it does seem to command the bulk of our attention because of the visual distress such an infected plant causes us.

How an insect feeds on a leaf and the symptoms its feeding activities leave behind are discussed in the accompanying table.

You cannot identify the insect devouring your leaves, or if it has moved on and left only its handiwork behind, the following three steps will help you name the troublemaker:

- Determine what feeding symptom you are dealing with (see the chart).
- Properly identify the species of plant that has been injured.
- Using a reference on insects that feed upon plants, look up the species of the plant injured in the index. Turn to the page indicated where there will be either a list of symptoms or a list of insects. If symptoms are given, find the symptom that matches your leaf trouble and which insect(s) are potentially responsible. If a list of insects is given you will have to read through the list until you arrive at an insect(s) whose described feeding habits match the injuries to your plant.

In diagnosing plant disorders, there is no substitute for comprehensive and accurate reference books (see the list of titles in Sources, page 37).

Foliar Symptoms and Foliar Diseases

A good many of the most frequently encountered leaf abnormalities can be traced back to the injurious activities of parasitic fungi, bacteria and a host of viruses. The symptoms produced by these pathogens include leaf spotting, growth irregularities and blights, to name only three.

The foliar symptoms associated with these pathogens can be placed into different groups according to their characteristics, just as the symptoms of insect feeding were grouped earlier. A further distinction based upon the type of pathogen responsible will also be helpful, and therefore fungi, bacteria and various viruses will each be treated separately.

Fungi

When fungi attack a leaf, the process normally begins when a fungal spore germi-
Symptoms of Environmental Stress

1. Drought
Leaves may appear scorched; if drought is prolonged leaves in successive years may be under-sized and off-color. Tree canopies will be sparse. Heavily foliated trees will shed a portion of their leaves to reduce transpiration.

2. Nutritional Deficiencies
Leaves can be under-sized and off-color. Plant growth will be less vigorous, flowering curtailed. Stunting and similar growth deformities may result.

3. Herbicide Injury
Leaves will appear cupped or puckered; needles of evergreens may be twisted and malformed. New growth is particularly susceptible to herbicide injury. If exposure was light afflicted, plants will outgrow the problem.

4. Low Temperatures
Buds can be killed by low winter temperatures. This will lighten spring canopies and reduce flowering and fruiting on affected plants.

5. Late Spring Frosts
New leaves may appear to be burned or even shredded. As the season progresses new growth will appear normal. Late frosts can also damage fruit and flower buds.

6. Excess Water
When water gathers at a plant's base, roots can drown. As a result leaves will brown and afflicted plants will slowly die back.

7. Change in Grade
Adding fill over plant roots, especially of shallow-rooted trees, can suffocate those roots, leading to leaf browning and a gradual die-back of the canopy.

8. Toxic poisoning
Toxic materials, originating from such diverse sources as septic tanks or road salt can lead to plant poisoning. Leaves may first appear scorched and will later be off-color and undersized. Plant death may eventually result.

9. Heat Scorch
Scorched leaves are common on trees growing in shallow soils. Street trees are frequent victims. Trees with shallow root systems are most susceptible.

10. Air Pollution
Depending upon the pollutant, leaves may appear to be scorched, streaked or display a glazed-like appearance. Different plant species often respond quite differently.

Insect Related Injury

1. Chewing
Leaves are eaten, displaying holes, ragged edges. On occasion just the upper or lower surfaces will be eaten, resulting in the leaf surface being covered with distinct brown spots. Beetles; caterpillars; plant bugs; others.

2. Sucking
Insects insert their mouth parts into leaves and extract the fluids. Afflicted leaves appear pale, often mottled or bronzy. Aphids; mites; white flies; scales, mealy bugs; others.

3. Rasping
Insects rasp and rupture leaf tissues and then lap up the released fluids. Leaves appear whitened, pale or mottled. Thrips.

4. Leaf Mining
Insects lay eggs on leaves. When the larvae hatch they tunnel into the leaf and feed on the contents between the upper and lower leaf surfaces. Leaves appear to have a brown, onion-skin type of look to their injured portions or will be riddled with white tunnels. The larvae of certain flies, sawflies and moths are leaf miners.

5. Galls
Insect feeding irritates the leaf tissues, resulting in abnormal growths of various sizes, shapes and colors. Certain mites; wasps; flies; also certain fungi.

Obvious signs of an insect's presence include the discovery of insect eggs, larvae or nymphs, cast skins or adults. If no insects are present on a leaf, but symptoms of insect feeding are, it is possible that predators, heavy rainfall or some other natural phenomenon has eliminated the culprits from the leaf sample you are examining. If insects are present, don't be too quick to retaliate. Before doing anything hasty be sure the insects you have spotted are pests and not one of the many species beneficial to your plants.
### Symptoms of Fungal Infections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of Symptom</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Anthracnose</strong></td>
<td>Affected leaves will usually have large, brown patches along leaf margins or between the larger leaf veins. Maple anthracnose, <em>Gloeosporium apocrytum</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Leaf Blight</strong></td>
<td>May begin as a brown patch that spreads, eventually swallowing up the entire leaf, which then shrivels, often without falling from the plant. Early blight of tomato, <em>Alternaria solani</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Leaf Blotch</strong></td>
<td>A catch-all category defined as a large patch or patches of brown upon a leaf, often without distinct borders. A leaf blotch ordinarily will not engulf the entire leaf. Horse chestnut leaf blotch, <em>Guignardia aesculi</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Leaf Blisters</strong></td>
<td>Distortions or deformities in a leaf that may or may not be accompanied by a marked discoloration of the affected areas. Peach leaf curl, <em>Taphrina deformans</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Leaf Spots</strong></td>
<td>Typically a brown spot with distinct margin, the margin often a darker hue than the spot itself. Spots can also be gray, black or shades of yellow. Dogwood leaf spot, <em>Spetoria cornicola</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6. Needle Casts</strong></td>
<td>On evergreens, needles turn yellow, brown or reddish brown depending upon the plant involved. Infected needles will subsequently fall in most cases. Needle cast of Douglas fir, <em>Rhabdocline pseudotsugae</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7. Downy Mildew</strong></td>
<td>Infected leaves appear covered on their underside with a white felt. The upper leaf surface will eventually turn brown. Grape downy mildew, <em>Plasmopara viticola</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8. Powdery Mildew</strong></td>
<td>The powdery white growth of this fungus will cover the surface of an infected leaf. Probably the easiest disease to identify. Lilac mildew, <em>Microsphaera alni</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9. Rusts</strong></td>
<td>The initial infection will resemble a yellowish leaf spot. Eventually rusty-red spores will cover the spots. Many rusts require two alternative hosts, one to overwinter on and the other to summer on. On pines, needles first show yellow or tan spots. As the disease progresses, blisters appear from which the brightly colored spores are dispersed. On white pine, blisters will protrude through the bark as well. Cedar- apple rust, <em>Gymnosporangium juniperi-virginianae</em> White pine blister rust, <em>Cronartium ribicola</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10. Leaf Scabs</strong></td>
<td>Similar to leaf spots except that a leaf scab will usually include a puckering of the infected areas. Apple scab, <em>Venturia inaequalis</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Symptoms of Bacterial Infections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Leaf Blight</strong></td>
<td>Leaves may first show numerous small spots that eventually coalesce to engulf the leaf; or a sudden wilting and blackening of a leaf may occur. Fire blight on apple, pear, crabapple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Leaf Spots</strong></td>
<td>Leaf surfaces will be covered with spots that can take many varied shapes and colors, depending upon the plant species involved. Spots can become numerous enough to cause leaves to drop. Bacterial spot of stone fruits, <em>Xanthomonas pruni</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nates upon the leaf's surface. Warm, humid weather encourages germination. Once germinated the fungus will send its hyphae in among the tissues of a leaf, "tapping" those tissues for nourishment and often killing them in the process.

The leaf tissues that are killed show up as the leaf symptoms that attract our attention. As a fungus kills leaf tissue, distinct patterns emerge, revealing a fungus' modus operandi. For example, the fungus that causes tar spot on maples, *Rhytisma acerinum*, always produces the same raised, black spots upon infected leaves. This symptomatic consistency is a gardener's best diagnostic friend when it comes to determining what disease organism has lead to a particular leaf disorder.

The diagnosis of a leaf symptom will often be complicated by the presence of saprophytic fungi, which are the essential decomposers of dead plant and animal tissues. The saprophytic fungi move in after the primary cause of a leaf's problems have done their damage. For this reason, the presence of fungi on an injured leaf is not automatically proof that a fungus did the initial damage.

The list of fungus-related leaf symptoms on the chart will help to identify which symptom you are dealing with. By using the same three-step process for tracking down the source of an insect-related feeding injury, you will usually be able to run down the disease responsible for a fungal-induced leaf symptom. In this case, you will also need the services of a plant pathology book.

When tracing symptoms, don't be surprised if more than one fungus, or a number of fungi and bacteria, are listed as possible causes for a particular leaf symptom. If a closer look at the symptom offers no further information with which you can narrow the field of possible candidates, you will have to resort to the art of probability. Some diseases are much more likely to be active in your area than others, and on the basis of this information you will often be able to conclude with relative certainty which disease organism you are confronting.

As fungi grow they must eventually produce spores for the next generation. The reproductive organs that will produce those spores will protrude from the infected tissue of the leaf, enabling the spores to be more widely dispersed. Those so-called fruiting bodies are unique to each species of fungus and provide the basis for precise species identification. Using a hand lens you will often be able to spot these minute structures reaching up from a leaf spot or blotch. If the fungus has not yet entered a reproductive phase, infected leaf tissue suspected of hosting a fungus can be cultured in a laboratory until those fruiting bodies appear. This is the method pathologists use to ensure accuracy in diagnosing a fungal-related leaf disorder.

### Bacteria

Bacteria can also enter a leaf's tissues and wreak havoc that will appear as symptoms you can identify. Many serious bacterial diseases, such as the wilts that can destroy squash or pumpkins and other members of the gourd family (*Erwinia tracheiphila*), are spread by insects as they feed upon those plants. Others, such as fire blight, *Erwinia amylovora*, overwinter on infected plant tissue, ready to spread on their own with the coming of spring.

The leaf symptoms of many bacterial disorders resemble symptoms of fungal infections. If the fruiting bodies that only the fungi produc can be found upon leaf tissue damaged by an unknown pathogen, you can often discount the presence of bacteria. You may also obtain clues by knowing the probability of a fungus or bacteria being more active in your area at that time.

### Viruses

Viruses are an odd collection of tiny, pathogenic organisms, and the leaf symptoms they are responsible for make up an interesting collection of growth abnormalities that often involve foliar discolorations and deformities. Insects spread many viral infections as they feed, but poor sanitation when working among plant species susceptible to viral disorders accounts for disease transmission in far too many instances.

If a foliar symptom is associated with a marked discoloration of a leaf's surface, growth that is either stunted or deformed, then herbicide injury can be ruled out; if leaves appear mottled or exhibit patterned discolorations; or if any combination of these three symptoms is present, you should suspect some viral agent. Plant deformities such as witchesbroom (an abnormal, brushlike growth of weak, closely clustered shoots or branches on a woody plant) can often be traced to a virus. If growth deformities appear on other parts of the plant, the possibility that a virus is responsible increases. In any case, confirming the presence of a virus will require the aid of a professional diagnostician. Take a sample of your troubled plant to your county extension office—something to remember for those times when we all get stumped and could use a helping hand.

---

*Michael B. Trimble*

Michael B. Trimble is a landscape gardener and plant collector. He is the author of "Moss & Lichen Gardens," which appeared in our February 1983 issue.
Curator of the National Herb Garden

Holly Shimizu

BY JEANNE SHOJAAT

One of Holly Harmar Shimizu's jobs at The National Herb Garden is chasing crickets out of the potpourri. This is not one of the many duties listed on her five-page job description. But as the first curator of the U.S. National Arboretum's garden devoted to herbs in Washington, D.C., chasing crickets out of bags of dried rose petals exemplifies what Holly loves about her job—"the combination of working indoors and out, the variety, the telephone calls and visits from stimulating people, and then being around plants, growing them and taking care of them." And, she might add, protecting them from hungry crickets.

Holly, pretty, dark-haired, 28, was managing a Washington area commercial garden center over three years ago when she got the news that she had been selected curator of the two-acre National Herb Garden. "I couldn't believe it," she marvels. "I fell out of my chair!"

Now she oversees not one but three gardens. First, there is the formal entrance garden: brick paving surrounding a pool and, beyond the entrance, a knot garden. The second garden consists of historic roses, roses and more roses. Too many roses, some have criticized. Finally the herb garden: brick paving surrounding a pool, a huge field of practical herbs. They might be more spongy.

How does she answer the "too many roses" criticism? The curator smiles. "There really aren't many roses," she explains. "Old rose bushes just take up more space than herbs." She says there are only 80 old roses while there are 1,000 herbs, adding that roses and their hips have always been important in perfuming, in cooking, in medicine. She talks about rosewater and rose jam. "I taste the hips," she explains. "They are all different."

Holly came to the Herb Garden with years of theoretical and practical experience. She has two degrees in horticulture, is studying for a third and has worked as a gardener in public gardens in the United States, England and Europe. She spent the summer between her junior and senior university years at Longwood Gardens in Pennsylvania. "That was a very good experience for me. It opened my eyes to the huge field of practical horticulture."

She pruned, planted and propagated plants for more than three years at the Hillier Arboretum in Hampshire, England, in a Belgian arboretum ("the first place where I worked with a lot of herbs and old roses," she remembers), gardens in Germany and Holland and finally at the Royal Horticultural Society's garden at Wisley in England. There she worked in the perennial borders, continued her study of herbs and also worked in the new herb garden.

It was in England that she met Osamu Shimizu, a native of Japan working in Europe as a landscape designer. After deciding to marry, the couple came to the United States and settled down in Washington, D.C. "because of the interesting people and a good market for my husband." She went job-hunting and became manager of the Potomac Garden Center for a year while her husband set up his own landscape design practice. She applied for the curatorship of the Herb Garden and was chosen. Her days now are filled with the work of each season.

In the spring, "It's crazy!" May is the busiest time for Holly and her two gardeners—preparing and planting beds, checking drainage, digging in sterilized manure and building up the soil in beds at the outer edges of the garden. "I stay away from peat moss—I've had poor results. In dry weather it's too dry, and in wet weather it's too wet and spongy."

May is the time she plants the tender herbs, basil, scented geraniums, dittany of Crete, "although I may try it in the third week of April next year and see what happens," she thinks aloud.

Spring is also the time when all the people come. "They are surprised that there isn't more here in May, but summer is the best time."

In spring Holly is concerned with how everything looks. She walks through the garden making sure the paths are clean, dealing with any catastrophes like fallen trees. She has the pool cleaned. She checks the pamphlets to be sure there are enough visitors. She dead-heads any early-blooming roses, checks the spray, notes results. In dry weather it's too dry, and in wet weather it's too wet and spongy.

Lecture-tours are common during the spring tourist season for Holly Shimizu. The National Herb Garden's curator. At left, she leads a group through the Oriental Specialty Garden, where boxwood borders rice.

In her daily springtime stroll around the garden, she likes to see that everything is happy, everything is in balance. This is the season when she prunes, manures, clears, tidies. "I'm obsessed with that," she laughs as she eyes the entire display and checks for weeds.

Other spring chores include fertilizing the roses, trees, shrubs and boxwood. None of the fertilizer goes on the herbs, however. The soil is rich, "too rich for some of the Mediterranean herbs. They might be more fragrant without such a rich soil," she notes. She adds that the Mediterranean herbs get...
“Most people ask how to grow herbs indoors, but herbs inside are usually a failure. They do poorly, then you plant them outside and they take off.”

Holly disagrees. That might be fine for a home garden, but “they come up in the cracks. They are very, very tough and too vigorous,” for her purposes she explains. She has them cut at the base of the flower stem, then she dries the seed heads and uses them in herb wreaths.

She and the professor continue discussing the chives and research. “Someone should look into the potassium levels in chives,” the professor suggests. “I think the levels are high and that’s what attracts the bees.” Holly agrees that the flowers seem to attract more bees than any other plant. “There are usually three bees per flower.”

Research interests her. She is involved in two projects at the University of Maryland. In one she is studying the effect of different mulches on root development, using the rue anemone (Anemonella thalictroides), a wildflower. “It’s a very good test for root development,” she explains. A second project involves research into the root hardiness of French tarragon, Artemisia dracunculus var. sativa. Does she enjoy this research? “Yes, I need to know how to do it. It’s important to understand how to research. I should get very interesting results.”

Holly is very enthusiastic about a project being carried out by some members of The Herb Society of America at the National Agricultural Library. She takes a long computer printout out of her bookcase to explain that 1,600 herbs have been cross-referenced so that information on any point—name, characteristic, use, color and a number of other variables—can be retrieved quickly. The editing process is still to be done by the NAL, but once accomplished, it should be a very useful tool.

Holly and her visitor discuss the research possibilities of the project and then the curator turns to her next task on this fall day. Some of her (and her gardeners’) heaviest work comes in the fall. They are busy planting bulbs—crown imperial, narcissus, saffron crocus, colchicum and madonna lily. Holly and her staff dig up tender plants or take cuttings in late summer or early fall.

“It’s a big job digging them up,” she says. “The plants get bigger and heavier and harder to work with. You wish everything could be hardy.” So she usually takes cuttings.

“A plant has to have some reason for being here,” she feels. She does want to increase the collection of herbs, however.

Now December has come and the thermometer reads 25°—not very cold so far this winter. Snow patches the ground. Holly walks around the specialty herb gardens. The seed pods are brown on the tall common teasel, but the Italian oregano (Origanum heracleoticum) shows some green in the garden named for the Greek physician and pharmacologist Dioscorides. Yellow flowers are bright on the Calendula officinalis in the Dye Garden. In the Early American Garden, dark-green stars grow on the garden thyme. She stops to look at the American Indian Garden where the Virginia rose offers red hips for food and medicine, and at the Industrial Garden, which displays soft spikes of Euphorbia lathyris and beige rice from Southeast Asia. The clove pinks are still a soft green in the Fragrance Garden. Holly examines the Chinese chives, pale beige now, their stalks ending where she had them cut in the fall.

The weather is blustery, chilly, but as she goes into the small building that houses her workroom and office the rooms are warm, and the smell of dried herbs is strong and pleasant. She enjoys talking about making potpourri. The rose petals in the plastic garbage pail are ready to be mixed now. She adds lemon verbena, rose geranium and the tender perennial, Pogostemon patchouli from which the fragrant oil is extracted. “I add orris root, nutmeg, cinnamon, essential oils and cloves, which I grind.” The oils might be rose, bergamot or sandalwood. As she speaks, she takes out samples of patchouli and lemon verbena, crushing them in her fingers. She smells the mixture, crushes it again and holds it out for her visitor to smell.

Most of the potpourri material is grown in the Herb Garden, but Holly buys lavender, “pretty in potpourri,” she says. She
Taking specimens of pot marigold, *Calendula officinalis*, Shimizu plans a class in drying herbs. Also likes to add vetiver root, *Vetiveria zizanioides*, which, if dampened, "has a nice sort of woody smell." She dampens it and she and her visitor smell it.

In winter the dried chive blossoms come into use too. Holly makes herb wreaths with a dried annual *artemisia* base and all kinds of trimmings, including the chives. In her workroom she hangs one wreath of roses, chive seed heads, tabasco peppers, tansy, sage, rue, thyme and lemon verbena. Another wreath includes nutmegs that she wires on, marigolds, feverfew, fennel seed, baby's breath, peppers and green ribbons. She has made wreaths for many of the classes she teaches, with the help of her assistant, Albert Brown, and Betty Rea of The Herb Society.

Winter doesn't really slow down the work. Holly and the gardeners work as a team. Today she is supervising her workers who are covering the English boxwood with snow fencing. "In January and February, the winter sun burns the bushes and they need shade," she says, so she ordered the fencing and organized the project. While the work goes on, she labels and keeps up the records.

If it begins to snow heavily, Holly, as on the hottest summer days, gives the gardeners something to do in the greenhouse or in her small building.

She doesn't mulch the herb garden, and regular tilling keeps the soil surface from crusting and allows winter rain to percolate into the soil. "Some plants reseed and you get two or three crops per season: coriander, dill, fennel, caraway," Holly notes. "I just let them go to seed." This is one of the advantages of no mulch, she adds. She mulches only the trees and shrubs. She also has the workers add sterilized manure to the grass and break up the ice that forms in the pool to keep the bricks from cracking.

On a bone-chilling January day Albert Brown is chopping ice from the large pool. During the night Holly had experimented by leaving the fountain on to see if the moving water would keep the pool from freezing so badly, but high winds blew the fountain spray onto the brick reception area around the pool and now there is more ice to crack. As Brown chops, the curator picks up pieces of ice to throw into the pool.

While the outside winter work continues Holly tries to catch up on her writing. Today it's an article on culinary herbs for a Brooklyn Botanic Garden publication. "I'm writing about the slightly unusual herbs, their culture and use. I want to get away from the usual rosemary."
This is a good time to plan lectures, too, which are a part of her duties. A one-day class at the Morris Arboretum in Pennsylvania focuses on how herbs grow in the wild. She explains that it a gardener learns that Mediterranean herbs flourish in a hot, dry climate, while sweet flag (Acorus calamus) grows in bogs, he can treat each herb as an individual with variations and provide proper growing conditions in the garden.

In addition to how herbs grow in the wild, Holly also plans six other presentations for the day at Morris Arboretum: herb garden design, specific herbs and their uses, The National Herb Garden, considerations in making an herb garden—such as soil, walkways and so forth—using culinary herbs in recipes and, finally, how to harvest, dry and store herbs in bunches. For this marathon lecture, Holly prepares slides in addition to making notes. She also prepares for questions after the lecture.

"Most people ask how to grow herbs indoors, but herbs inside are usually a failure," she counsels. "They do poorly, then you plant them outside and they take off." Bay (Laurus nobilis), rosemary and scented geraniums are good in the house, she says, but most others barely survive without lights.

She writes and she helps other writers with her expertise. On several occasions she has acted as a consultant to magazines, touring with the writer and photographer to gardens in England and the United States.

Smaller celebrations of herbs are important to her also. For example, an annual herb luncheon in Frederick, Maryland, where she gives a slide lecture and takes potted plants and fresh cut herbs with her, unusual plants like Perilla frutescens (shiso) used for flavoring rice and as tea in Japan—"we drink it," she says—and daylily buds, ginger root and cardamom (Elettaria sp.).

Vacations are, of course, spent in gardens. Three years ago Holly and her husband went to Japan for five weeks. There she discovered the best herb gardens were those maintained by chemical research companies looking for new drugs. "They don't have herb gardens as we do. They wouldn't grow lavender."

And what kind of garden does a curator have at home? The Shimizus' home is on a quarter acre in Glen Echo, Maryland, where she and her husband have planted an herb-rock garden. The combination works very well, she says, "and looks beautiful." They are also developing English-style perennial borders on the property. She likes plants and trees that are not only beautiful but have a use—the Aristotelian harmony of beauty and utility.

Back in her office on a warm sunny day, she talks about her job. "You have to be willing to weede, to get dirty," she explains. She thinks such an attitude has helped her in her career. "I weed, I know how to transplant and prune," and she still spends about 50 percent of her working time outside in the garden.

Under Holly's curatorship, the herb garden will not remain sleeping in the sun. She is constantly working on changes and improvements. She sees a need for more interpretation of the garden for visitors in the form of more booklets. Also, she wants bigger and better classes and workshops, and a better and rarer collection of plants.

She is surrounded by herbs and herb products in her office. Behind her chair, a large weeping fig droops over a small statue of St. Fiacre, patron saint of gardens, donated, but too valuable to put in the garden because it might be stolen. She shows baskets—one she made contains seeds collected from the garden; another, a large, flat basket for drying herbs; and a third filled with dried red peppers that will be used for Christmas ornaments.

Seeds from all over the world come in the mail. On her desk are seed packages from China and Portugal. In the adjacent workroom she points out the tool closet with forks, pruners, shovels, brooms and smaller tools hanging on the wall. She picks up a fan made of vetiver root, fans herself, and a cool smell like cedar drifts across the room.

Why is the potpourri in Holly's office? It is to be given to the Herb Society for display at its annual spring sale at the Arboretum. Homemade herb breads, herb wreaths, tussie-mussies, vinegars and other goods produced from the members' gardens are also sold. So Holly punctuates her telephone calls, her record-keeping, her directions to the gardeners with forays against the crickets, while the herbs outside under her care grow lazily, fragrantly in the sun.

Jeanne Shojaat teaches at Strayer College in Washington, D.C., where she also gardens. She is a free lance writer and photographer as well.
Photographed from a cherry picker, this bird's eye view of the herb garden gives one a sense of its scope and scale. Situated on two acres and consisting of three sections, the garden is designed to teach. RIGHT: One of 10 specialty gardens, the Dye Garden contains plants from which dyes are derived, some from the flowers, others the roots, still others the leaves and stems. Both historic and contemporary dye herbs grow here. Pictured are Calendula officinalis and Anthemis tinctoria.
The National Herb Garden, part of the National Arboretum in Washington, D.C., is a cooperative project of the United States Department of Agriculture and the Herb Society of America. In 1978 the Society presented a check for $200,000 to Secretary of Agriculture Bergland, and Congress voted matching funds. The Herb Society then raised an additional $200,000, bringing the total amount raised to $600,000. The two-acre garden, designed by Sasaki Associates, A.S.L.A., Watertown, Massachusetts, is framed by an expanse of meadow surrounded by wooded areas. It contains over one thousand plants divided into three sections or "rooms": a knot garden, a historic rose garden and a large specialty area—a rectangle, a square and an oval respectively. There is also a small building and enclosed yard that serves as the trial and propagation center. Plants in the garden are labeled, each with its common name, Latin name, family and native range.

The entrance from the main road leads to a simple fountain courtyard with the knot garden beyond. Each of the three chains in the garden's rectangular knot garden consists of a single plant species. Dwarf arborvitae, *Thuja occidentalis* 'Globosa Rheindiana', Japanese holly, *Ilex crenata* 'Helleri', and dwarf cypress, *Chamaecyparis pisifera* 'Squarossa pygmaea', form distinctive strands of colors and textures against crushed brick that matches the nearby brick walks. English ivy and English boxwood border this traditional garden. Eventually *Clematis* and *Aristolochia* growing on trellises on either side will provide shade for visitors.
The square "room" of historic roses adjacent to the knot garden contains over 80 types. Wild roses established their importance in herb gardening centuries ago when the ancient Egyptians extracted scented oil from rose petals, and the Greeks and Romans cultivated roses for their therapeutic value as well as beauty and fragrance. They are the direct descendants of wild roses and are not hybrid teas. Traditionally, sundials of various forms decorate herb gardens; therefore, an armillary sphere cast in bronze provides the focal point for this square.

The specialty garden consists of 10 trapezoidal sections around a large, grassy, treed ellipse. A staggered hedge of American boxwood provides a windbreak and visual background for these individual gardens. Each garden is devoted to some person or group, era, part of the world or function for which herbs have been important. These include one honoring Dioscorides, the Greek author of De Materia Medica, a famous herbal; plots on herb uses—dyes, culinary, industrial, beverage and fragrance; herbs common to Early American gardens, modern botanical gardens, Far East gardens; and, finally, a section devoted to herbs used by American Indians.

Joan Sayers Brown is a free lance writer who contributes regularly to Antiques Magazine and Southern Accents. She wrote an article on the William Paca Garden in Annapolis, Maryland for American Horticulturist in 1981.
FAR LEFT: The Historic Rose Garden contains roses representative of those long used for perfume, medicine, food and pleasure. The collection includes French, Damask, rugosa, cabbage, China and Alba roses. TOP LEFT: Viewed from above, the Early American garden clearly forms one arc in the circular arrangement of specialty gardens. It contains plants important to the lives of early colonists, some native to this country (goldenrod) and some imported (pot marjoram and rosemary). BELOW LEFT: The knot and rose gardens are visible beyond these trellises, which will eventually be covered with Clematis and Aristolochia. TOP: Another bird’s eye view affords the onlooker a chance to see the design of the knot garden as a whole. The interwoven chains of dwarf arborvitae, Japanese holly and dwarf cypress are reminiscent of an embroidery pattern, which is just how knot garden designs were derived when they originated during the Renaissance.
Weeds are one of the burdens that gardeners everywhere have to bear, and there are a few species of Ranunculus, the buttercups, that are a trial and a tribulation if they are allowed to obtain a firm roothold in any garden. Among the worst offenders in British gardens are the three ubiquitous—admittedly lovely—but invasive species, R. acris, R. bulbosus and R. repens. All three have double forms that are allowed in the garden, but cautiously. These black sheep, however, should not condemn the great genus Ranunculus. Scattered about the temperate world are many very desirable members of this clan, a few of which are described in the following paragraphs. Not all of them will flourish without some special care and attention, but their beauty justifies any extra trouble involved in contenting them.

In New England are found several very handsome buttercups, most of which are not successfully cultivated, yet R. lyallii, a magnificent plant, is grown in Britain with a considerable measure of success. I have not seen it in American gardens, but there is no reason why, especially in the Western states, it should not be grown with every hope of victory. Its long, deeply-delving roots like to plunge into moist but not necessarily boggy soil. When pleased with the conditions provided, it produces bold tufts of glossy-green, saucer-shaped leaves up to eight inches or more in diameter and stately, branching flower stems rising to a height of at least three feet, which are adorned by panicles of immense, snowy-white flowers. It really is a traffic-stopper. My own greatest success was achieved when it was planted in deep, rich soil adjacent to a water tank. During spring and summer...
Ranunculus repens 'Flore Pleno' is a cultivar of buttercup "allowed" in the garden.

everyone who passed splashed water over the plants, and the result was phenomenal.

From the Atlas Mountains of North Africa comes lovely R. calandrinoioides, which might present some problems in the colder American States. In Britain it is hardy, but it is usually grown in unheated alpine houses. A deciduous plant, it dies down for its late summer and winter dormancy, during which time it should be kept dry rather than wet. The actual period of dormancy is short, and it begins to show signs of life in late December, at which time, if grown in pots, it should be shaken free of soil and repotted in a new, gritty compost that is rich in humus. Its lusty roots feed greedily.

With the first long, wide, rather fleshy leaves, appear the nine-inch stems, each carrying from one to three very large flowers, usually white, but sometimes delicately flushed with pink. The petals of the flowers are as fragile as tissue paper and, as it may be in blossom even before spring has arrived, the blossoms can easily be weather damaged if the plants are grown in the open. It is for this reason alone that it is most often grown under glass. In my own gardens it has survived in the open and emerged from arctic conditions unscathed, but I give it the protection of a glass cover during stormy weather.

The delight and despair of alpine gardeners is R. glacialis, which inhabits high altitudes in the European Alps, usually growing in gritty, non-chalky soil. Its beauty in the wild is quite breathtaking, but it has never accepted captivity with any happiness. From prostrate tufts of fleshy, gray-green, cleft leaves spring short-branching stems carrying rounded flowers of goodly size and dazzling whiteness. After the flowers are fertilized the color of the petals changes to pink, deepening to rich red. Occasional successes have been achieved by growing it in deep pans in soil that is just grit and humus, with plentiful watering as it begins to show signs of life in the spring.

Much better tempered is tiny R. alpestris, a precious alpine buttercup from the European Alps. It forms neat tufts of small, round leaves, lobed and toothed on their margins. Its very short stems carry shapely, rounded, pure-white flowers. From the more Eastern Alps comes R. alpestris var. trunfelleri, which is a smaller plant with more finely cut leaves and flowers of similar substance and loveliness.

Among the many flowers that beautify the alpine meadows of the Pyrenees is handsome R. amplexicaulis. The erect stems...
The trend toward naturalistic, romantic bouquets has come on the heels of the trend toward low-maintenance gardens. This creates an obvious vacuum leading to a renewed interest in perennials and a growing curiosity about the old-fashioned cutting garden. What does it take to create a cutting garden? Can it be adapted to our space and busy life?

I have a free-lance flower arranging business I call the Cutting Garden because when I started out 10 years ago I grew flowers to sell in bunches. When people saw the charming little mixed bunches on an old wagon in a local antique and gift shop they often said, “Whoever grew these must have a fantastic garden. I'd love to go to see it.” The clerk was sworn to secrecy because, of course, there was no fantastic garden—every bloom approaching its peak on any given day had been picked and placed on that wagon, and my yard was a hodge-podge of experimentation to find the best cut flowers for our area. I remember lettering a little sign that began, “The Cutting Garden is not a place, it is an idea...”

The Cutting Garden is still not just one place, although I have rented a plot where I grow annuals in rows. In addition to these cutting garden beds the big airy arrangements I like to make also depend on my yard full of perennials and shrubs, floral wholesalers, roadsides, woodlands and vacant lots. In the naturalistic style of the Constance Spry school of flower arranging, which is affecting home, wedding and party flower decorations in America, branches, leaves and berries are as important as flowers. Growing all the needed plants would be a challenge even on a large, fully-staffed estate. However, even in the average small yard, homeowners can increase their bouquet potential by choosing shrubs for their landscapes that are also suitable for arranging. With a variety of interesting foliage on hand they can add florist flowers and create pleasing arrangements. Fitting in one or two carefree perennials will yield additional dividends. Peonies, for instance, are as permanent as deciduous shrubs, unequaled for dramatic blooms in the spring and a source of interesting leaves in summer if sparingly cut so that the strength of the plant is not diminished.

Without extra space or gardening time, a few undemanding perennials and shrubs chosen for their useful lines, foliage, flowers or berries will boost anyone's ability to make a fresh, natural-looking arrangement. Does this mean that the old-fashioned cutting garden is an outdated notion? The landscape type plants will sometimes yield a complete bouquet, but usually they are supplements. If you dream of having an abundant supply of your own glowing fresh blossoms all summer, then a separate area for cut flowers, not a full perennial border, is the next logical step. A cutting garden is not an extravagance; it is the most efficient way to achieve your goal.

Growing cut flowers in their own plot of ground is as sensible as growing vegetables in a vegetable garden. Most gardeners have found it never takes as large a space as one thought to produce a generous harvest, and grouping plants to suit their needs and the convenience of the gardener without worrying about aesthetics can also turn out a bumper crop of flowers. Flowers grown for cutting can be closely spaced, if care is taken to enrich the soil, because tall, straight stems are desirable. Staking is simple, involving corraling an entire row or bed with wires or string.

Placement is easier than in a mixed border. In my own yard much time is wasted wandering around deciding where to put things. In the cut flower plot you don't worry about how a plant looks next to its neighbor; the joy will come when you cut whatever is at its peak and discover surprising new combinations of colors and textures even as you drop them into the bucket. In the garden you only have to remember the old rule of running rows north and south, putting your tallest beauties at the northern or western edge. Graduating heights isn't as crucial here as in the border where appearance counts. With walking space left between beds and rows, getting enough sun is no problem. In fact, if the flowering tobacco (Nicotiana) seems daunted by the hot afternoon sun, why not tuck a row of it just east of the row of six-foot Mexican torch flower (Tithonia)?
Since your cutting garden is ideally in an open space that receives sun for most or all of the day, close spacing not only increases production but also cuts down on overheating and drying of the soil by the sun. Tall, bushy plants are best grown in single rows. When plants of one variety—let's say crown asters (Callistephus)—are grown in long beds, rather than single rows, weeding is greatly reduced and watering is more effective. I recommend beds no more than three feet wide, because they will give you room for three lines of plants one foot apart instead of two conventional rows with walking space between them. Zinnias or asters I might plant 18 inches apart in each line. With smaller plants like gomphrena (do try the orange one, Gomphrena haageana) that don't shade out weeds, six inches is plenty. This would allow five abreast, planted in a line across the bed rather than lengthwise. These handy little crosswise rows can be spaced one foot apart so you can skim a hoe between them to wipe out emerging weeds without stepping on the bed.

I have come the hard way to believe in rows—and in hoes. I admire the gardens created to be both attractive and cuttable, but be aware that any move away from rows and toward more informal grouping or artistic placement will slow you down. It is a shift of focus away from the goal of the most blooms for the least effort. The six-by-twelve-inch spacing suggested for Gomphrena would allow a five-foot by three-foot bed to hold 25 plants. Unless dried flowers are your hobby or your business, 25 gomphrena plants will have you absolutely overrun with button-like flowers. You will find that 25 plants grown uniformly in a cutting garden do not take much longer to care for than five plants of the same variety planted in a mixed border.

To simplify caring for your cutting garden, it is important to check out the needs of all the plants you choose to grow and divide them into sections: the ones needing even moisture, liking dry conditions, thriving...
"The cutting garden is not a place, it's an idea . . ."

ing on heavy feeding, the ones loving or hating lime. Naturally a plant requiring pampering in a specialized environment does not belong here.

Growing hints in general would be similar to instructions for preparation and care of a vegetable garden, and that subject has been very well covered in many recent books and articles. The plot I rent for annuals and biennials is only 50 by 30 feet. My landlord hires a tractor to plow and disc it along with his much larger vegetable garden. The tractor can make the rows, or we make them ourselves with a hand-pushed plow! Having the plot mechanically prepared makes the area a breeze to plant compared with my back yard perennial beds. If you are starting a small cutting area in your back yard, a spade may be all you need, or a rototiller can usually be hired (with operator) or rented.

If you should decide to rent a garden plot it should be within a few miles of your home or apartment, it should have a water hose hook-up, and you should be able to park your car (your portable tool shed) very close to your plot. Whether planting on your own property or not, it is a good idea to have a soil sample analyzed and follow advice on general enrichment. I must confess that I am neither scientific nor diligent in my gardening techniques. But still the flowers come.

It is in deciding what to grow that most enthusiasm gets misdirected and dreams of big bouquets get buried. The open conditions plus the desire for dependable bloom will lead to some obvious candidates like zinnias and celosia, but a typical cutting garden is as hard to describe as a typical landscape. It can be from eight by 10 feet to half an acre or more, and your choice of plants will depend on your favorite colors, the growing conditions in your area of the country and in your specific garden site, and the type of flower arrangements you prefer. One problem is that no one book tells you everything. You may read four or five references to a certain bloom praising it as a great one for cutting, but it's
only in the sixth article that the author casually mentions that this bloom does close at night...or that this plant won't do well where summers are hot. Time spent reading everything you can about cut flowers may save you from wasting a season growing flowers you aren't happy with, or aren't happy with you. Perusing flower-arranging books, as much for what they use as how they use it, can be helpful. Your goal is to build a repertoire of dependable annuals and biennials that fit your needs. One or two new or questionable plants can be tried each year.

I like to order my seeds from catalogues of reputable companies. This gives me time to plan and compare. Do not be tempted to order anything on impulse because of the charming picture. Check to see that, as far as you can ascertain from books or local horticulturists, it can be expected to perform well in your garden and in a vase. If space is limited, and the flowers will be mostly for use in your own home, you will want to select flowers that will enhance (not necessarily match) the color schemes of your rooms. In a small plot you've no room to throw in rows of mixed colors and then just pick your favorites after they bloom. Order small packets of separate colors. They will be a little more expensive, so you might want to start them in a flat or protected area rather than sow them directly in the row. Always think of zucchini when you are tempted to order more than the smallest packet of any one item. Six well grown plants of almost any annual you choose will more often than not produce a surplus.

A cutting garden must be cut. Any bloom on which the pollen has matured should be clipped off at the neck (dead-headed) and thrown into the trash. If you try to "save" it, it will not be fit to cut the next day, and development of new blooms will be slowed or stopped. Flowers should be cut while the peak of their beauty is still ahead of them. Since my partner and I may have a big wedding or party followed by several weeks of little activity, I probably dead-head more blooms than I use, but it isn't waste. For the frugal-minded a plant like statice (Limonium sinuatum) is satisfying because if you don't need it for fresh arrangements at the moment before maturity, you can hang it for later use. Statice is an example of a flower that can be ordered in separate colors like yellow or rose or the florists' staple—blue. If your space or color preferences are not so limited, a mixture will sometimes give you unusual shades that turn out to be treasures.

The types of arrangements you prefer will influence your selections no matter how large your garden. Someone who creates stylized, geometric arrangements may stroll through a garden filled with dainty pastel larkspur, cornflowers and daises and find nothing to use, then be thrilled to discover one bold, round margigold. If you are that someone you might grow snapdragons instead of larkspur, and you could try disbudding cornflowers (Centaurea cyanus) to produce sturdier single blooms. Whether you like Japanese flower arranging, big bloousy English-style arrangements or neater, more symmetrical colonial masses—or you just enjoy dropping a few posies into a vase—your choice of flowers will be as individual as you are. One secret of successful cutting gardens, though, is variety: a little bit of a lot of things. The objective is not a plot full of bright flowers; it is to have a selection of suitable blooms when you need them.

One common denominator in all cutting gardens is that they are likely to contain zinnias. Nothing "cuts and comes again" as obligingly as a zinnia. Modern fungicides overcome powdery mildew and make them easier than ever to grow. Luckily, they are flowers of many faces, some not recognized as zinnias when people see them in vases. You will want some 'Lilipur', a cultivar that seems especially charming when the flowers turn out to be orange, peach or cream-colored, and the rather formal, three-inch Ruffles series in pink or white, perhaps, as well as a few of the large dahlia-flowered and the shaggy cactus-flowered cultivars. How about the multicolor patterned 'Whirligig'? Yes, careful shopping will give you great variety even if half your space is covered with zinnias. No matter how distinctive their forms, however, all are basically strong, round
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Oenothera fruticosa
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Eliza McFadden
Several species of Oenothera, known as evening primroses, are common sights in much of North America. Appreciated as wildflowers, or more often known as weeds along roadsides, railroad tracks and in fallow fields, most of these plants are too weedy and not showy enough to warrant a spot in the garden. However, some of them are worthy of cultivation, especially if grown near a patio where their fragrant yellow flowers may be enjoyed on summer evenings.

Although their common name implies kinship with the primroses, Primula sp., the oenotheras are members of the Onagraceae, linking them to Clarkia, the fuchsias and Ludwigia, commonly called false loosestrife. The flowers of evening primroses, as their name implies, open in the evening, but on cloudy days the flowers remain open at least part of the day.

There are three species of oenotheras native to eastern North America that are commonly called sundrops or suncups. Unlike the evening primroses, these three open their flowers at dawn and close them in the evening. They are clumped or rhizomatous perennials, growing wild in a wide variety of habitats from Newfoundland to northern Florida and west to southeastern Manitoba and eastern Texas. These species are members of the Oenothera subgenus Kneiffia, which has been considered a separate genus by some students of the oenotheras. They are separated from the remainder of the large genus by their relatively large, bright-yellow flowers, four-angled or four-winged seed capsules, day-flowering habit and their perennial nature. Their faintly fragrant flowers are attractive to butterflies, bees and flies, in contrast to the stronger fragrances of the evening primroses, which attract sphinx moths at night. There are two closely related annual species in the subgenus, O. linifolia and O. spachiana, which have smaller flowers and are of little or no horticultural value.

The sundrops produce a basal rosette of leaves their first year and an elongated simple or branched flower stalk the second and successive years. Both the basal and stem leaves are dark green and often blotched or flecked with red or purple. Plants become clumped, forming more rosettes around the parent plant. An established clump may send up dozens of flower stems, two to three feet high in late spring or early summer.

Oenothera fruticosa is the most commonly cultivated of the three perennial species. It is characterized by its long, soft hairs covering the leaves and stems and is the only species that is rhizomatous, often forming large colonies in its native habitats, usually in moist flood plains of the Midwest. It is especially common in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, where low, open fields are often yellow with the two-inch flowers in May and June. This species is known in nature as polyploid populations with eight sets of chromosomes, an unusual occurrence in the genus.

To my knowledge no one has selected cultivars of O. pilosella. This is unfortunate, because there are many wild populations that are especially large flowering, or very branched, or low-growing, or with pleasing gray, soft foliage—all of which are potentially superior to those forms now in cultivation. There is a very rare subspecies, O. pilosella subsp. sessilis, which is not rhizomatous. It was apparently much more common in the past in prairies of Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas, but it is now restricted to a few locations along roadsides and railways in small remnant prairies surrounding rice fields and other croplands.

The most variable and widespread species in nature is O. fruticosa, which is seen somewhat less frequently in cultivation than O. pilosella. The species is so variable that it has long confused the botanists who have applied no fewer than 72 names to this single species. I recognize two subspecies within the species, fruticosa, with a southern, lower elevation distribution and relatively narrow, hairy leaves and smaller flowers, and a more northern, higher elevation subspecies, glauca, with broader leaves, larger flowers and no hairs or mostly gland-tipped hairs on the foliage that give the plants a glistening appearance. This later subspecies has often been referred to...
in the literature as *O. tetragona*. It is listed in *Hortus Third* under that name.

Populations of *O. fruticosa* grow in a variety of habitats from Quebec and Michigan to northern Florida and eastern Oklahoma, and from the tops of the highest Appalachians to the sea coast. Unlike *O. pilosella*, the plants are not rhizomatous but form tight clumps. On the average the plants are shorter, the leaves narrower and flowers smaller than *O. pilosella*. *Oenothera fruticosa*, too, is known in nature only as polyploid populations, mostly tetraploids, with a few hexaploids, and rarely, octoploids.

There have been a few named selections of *O. fruticosa*, including ‘Fireworks’, ‘Highlight’, ‘Major’, and ‘Youngii’, but there is much confusion in the cultivar names. A cultivar from one source may not be the same as one bearing the same name from another source. There is so much variation in the natural populations of this species that there are still many possibilities for someone to select superior cultivars to fit many garden situations. There are wild populations in full sun, partial shade, partially submerged in fresh or brackish water, in dry oak forests, heavy clay soils and dry sandy soils. Growth forms range from low, spreading plants a few inches tall to robust, upright plants up to three feet tall. An especially beautiful form is found at high elevations in the Southern Appalachians, notably along the Blue Ridge Parkway of Virginia and North Carolina. These plants growing in the forest edge have very broad gray, glaucous leaves and large, pale-yellow flowers.

The smallest of the group, *O. perennis*, is also the least variable. It is usually less than a foot tall at flowering time, with half-inch, dark-yellow flowers. In nature it is found only as diploid populations growing from the Maritime Provinces to Manitoba and, moving southward, at higher elevations to South Carolina. Again there are no named selections of this species. There are some populations, especially in the New England states, with flowers twice the usual size; this species, too, shows unrecognized potential as a cultivated perennial.

Propagation of these perennials is best done by divisions of established clumps in the spring or fall. Pieces of the leafy flowering stem sometimes can be rooted in sand in late summer. Seed is slow to germinate and seedlings grow very slowly for the first few months. However, once a basal rosette is established, the plants grow quickly. flower the first year or remain as a basal rosette until the second spring.

*Oenothera pilosella* and *O. fruticosa* have a well-deserved place in the perennial border in all but the most extreme climates in North America. *O. perennis*, because of its small size, is best used in the alpine garden. All three can be used in wildflower gardens to give color between the spring and summer flowering natives. There is usually one major flush of flowers in late spring or early summer. For continued flowering for several months, cut back the stems after flowering to encourage branching.

I believe there are only limited possibilities for developing superior strains of *Oenothera* by crossing some of the species. My experience with crossing has been that little seed is set and there is virtually no germination of the resulting seed. This is probably due to poor chromosome pairing from the different polyploid levels of the species. There may be some possibility for development of improved varieties by crossing populations within one species and selecting for hardiness, heat tolerance or more compact forms with larger flowers. One example might be to use a southern population of *O. fruticosa*, which is heat tolerant, crossed with a larger flowered, bushy form from the north to possibly produce a more desirable form for southern gardens.

Herein lies a great opportunity for some enterprising Eastern plantman to collect, propagate and introduce new forms of the sundrops to our gardens. Their presence in gardens would be most welcome.

---

Gerald Bane Straley is Research Scientist and Curator of Collections at the UBC Botanical Garden in British Columbia.
Presenting the leading gardening books from Sterling Publishing at a special discount rate

BUY ANY OF THESE TITLES FOR 30% LESS THAN THE RETAIL PRICE!*
South Africa  September 9-29

The American Horticultural Society proudly presents its South Africa Exploration. A local horticulturist will accompany you throughout this diverse country, where you will stay in first-class hotels, with most meals and tips included.

The flora of South Africa is one of the richest in the world, and this visit is timed for the peak of spring bloom. Their heritage has been preserved in wildflower gardens, nature reserves and botanic gardens throughout the country.

See native flora in the Cape Province, the Darling Wild Flower Show, famous Kirstenbosch Botanic Gardens on Table Mountain, private gardens in Stellenbosch, and the fine orchids at Durban Botanical Garden.

Stay in both renowned Kruger National Park and Hluhluwe Game Reserve. View lion, elephant, zebra, giraffe, hippo and scores of other animals and birds.

In addition, enjoy the big cities of Johannesburg and Cape Town. This trip is a fine combination of horticulture, history and culture.

Other horticultural explorations available in 1983 are: Fall England (Sept. 8-22), Germany and IGA '83 (Sept. 6-20), Canadian Rockies (July 16-30), Fall New England (Oct. 3-17), Fall Orient (Nov. 1-24).

For any of these programs, please request your free brochure from the Education Department, American Horticultural Society, Box 0105, Mt. Vernon, VA 22121. OR telephone 1-703-768-5700.

BOOK REVIEWS

THE GARDENS AND GROUNDS AT MT. VERNON.

This beautifully illustrated book tells the firsthand story of George Washington's efforts to develop his gardens at Mt. Vernon through comments in his diaries and letters. A series of plant lists identify all plants in each section of the gardens, and a bibliography will allow the interested reader to pursue the subject further. If you are interested in Colonial gardens, this book will be very useful; if you are visiting the gardens at Mt. Vernon, it should be considered required reading.

HERBACEOUS ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

Like the previous book, this revised edition from the same publisher is also greatly expanded. The format is the same and in addition to the line illustrations of each plant, 64 color plates are also included. The one shortcoming of the book is that
the author does not clearly distinguish between perennials and annuals, and in fact, some of the plants that one might infer to be annuals are actually tender perennials.


Over 200 species of edible wild plants are described and illustrated. Plants are arranged by primary season of use and in addition to excellent descriptions (key features for identification are highlighted in bold italics), colored photographs of the whole plant and distinctive parts (leaves, fruits, flowers, young shoots) and a distribution map help in identification. A series of special symbols in the margin indicate potential use such as salad, fruit, seasoning and also provide warnings about any danger involved in use of the plant or dangerous look-alikes. This is a very practical and well thought out book that should be easy to use for anyone interested in the subject.


This is another "all about" book covering all phases of the plant subject. History, culture, botany and even art are discussed for the many cultivars of the tender florist's cyclamen and all of the species. With 18 species native to the area surrounding the Mediterranean Sea and extending eastward into Asia Minor, there are plants that are adaptable to almost all but the very coldest areas of the United States. This well written book is illustrated with black and white drawings and colored photographs. Whether you grow Cyclamen on your windowsill or in the rock garden, this book is a useful addition to gardening.


In this new edition of a very useful and well prepared book on trees, shrubs and woody vines for the garden, the author has added approximately 300 new species and 500 cultivars that were not included in the earlier editions. Over 300 additional line drawings have also been added. For each plant, a clear description is followed by excellent information on size, hardness, habit, growth rate, culture, diseases, landscape value, cultivars and propagation. This is a very personal book, and the author freely states his personal feelings and opinions about each plant, which I feel makes an important contribution to an already very useful work. If you grow woody plants in your garden, this book is definitely worth having.


This is an English book about a typically English subject, but one which has a great deal to offer to the American gardener. Walled gardens have a particular charm whether they are part of a large estate or the necessary product of urban living. This latter situation, in particular, should recommend this book to the American gardener. Lots of pretty pictures, good ideas and sensible instruction are all positive features. The only caution comes with the discussions of recommended plants, many of which will be too tender for American use, except in the more climatically favored portions of the country.


Those plant families with representative species in cultivation in our gardens are described in detail, but the descriptions are written for the serious gardener, not the botanist. A key to the included families actually does provide a means of identifying an unknown plant although the real value of this book lies in the thorough descriptions of the plant families, which can be read individually by the inquiring gardener. Good line illustrations and a list of the more common genera are provided as part of the treatment of each family. Written in response to requests from members of the Garden Club of America Rare Plant Group, this book should help the advanced gardener better understand the relationships between plants. 

—Gilbert S. Daniels

Gilbert S. Daniels is the Immediate Past President of the American Horticultural Society.
Guide to Botanical Names in This Issue

The accent, or emphasis, falls on the syllable that appears in capital letters. The vowels that you see standing alone are pronounced as follows:

i—short sound; sounds like i in “hit”
o—long sound; sounds like o in “snow”
a—long sound; sounds like a in “hay”.

**A**lium **t**uberous

**A**nemonella **th**alicrroide

**A**ristolo**ch**ia air-riss-toe **L**O.kee-ah

**A**rtemisia **d**raccen**u**lus var. **s**ativa

**A**r**t**emis**a** (L.) **K**unst. sa-ti-VA

**Cal**endula **of**f**i**cinalis

**Call**istephus **cal**-i-STE-fus

**Cel**osa **cr**ista

**Cen**tredora **cy**anus

**Ch**amaecyparis **p**isifera

**Cl**erodendron **f**icaria

**Cly**camen **SY**KE-la-men

**Cy**noglossum **ah**-MA* bil-e

**E**lettaria **el**-lare-EE-dah

**Em**ilia **ja**vana

**E**uphorbia **l**athyris

**F**ritillaria **im**-**p**er-ee-A-liss

**G**omphrena **hay**-gee-A-na

**K**olin **la**-THick-ea

**M**agn**(o)**lia

**Nic**otiana

**O**leganz

**P**ogostemon **pa**-T**e**sh-enz

**P**olianthes **t**uberosa

**P**runella **frutes**cens

**R**. **seg**-we-AIR-ea

**R**. **alpestris** var. **tran**-felfineri

**R**. **amp**lexic**ad**tis

**R**. **s**ee-kik-A-na

**R**. **hybrida**

**R**. **b**ul-BOSH

**R**. **call**-dri-ni**o**ides

**R**. **cal**-i-F**r**ut-i-EE-dah

**R**. **lit**-e-FOL-e-um

**R**. **ob**-cor-DAY-tum

**R**. **rig**-id-eum

**R**. **E**. **py-**-**o**-SE-**l**-ah

**R**. **tr**-i-F**i**-**C**A-EE-ah

**R**. **w**-**h**-**b**-**e**-**C**-**H**-ah

**R**. **d**-**l**-**d**-**T**-**E**-**N**-dron

**R**. **e**-**C**-**H**-ah

**R**. **g**-**y**-**s**-**e**-**A**-ah

**R**. **g**-**l**-**a**-**c**-**i**-**s**

**R**. **h**-**e**-**F**-**A**-**l**-**k**-e€-**O**-**T**-**E**-**R**-i-kum

**R**. **he**-**g**-**l**-**l**-**i**-**i**

**R**. **m**-**o**-**n**-**T**-**A**-**N**-**U**-**S**

**R**. **par**-**n**-**n**-**S**-**I**-**F**-**U**-**L**-**U**-**S**

**R**. **p**-**R**-**E**-**N**-**E**-**S**

**R**. **s**-**K**-**U**-**D**-**E**-**N**-**A**-**N**

**R**. **V**-**T**-**E**-**O**-**R**-e**e**

**S**alix **bab**-i-LO-N-ka

**S**et**a**-**do**-**p**i**t**-s **v**e-**r**-**t**i-**c**-il**l**-**a**

**S**ig**h**-**a**h-**D**O-**P**-**E**-**T**-**E**-**S**

**T**huja **occident**al**is**

**T**h**oo**-ja **e**-**c**-**i**-**d**-**E**-**E**-**E**

**T**i**t**-**h**-**o**-**N**-**A**-**H**-**E**-**E**-**E**

**V**e**t**-**T**-**E**-**R**-**Z**-**I**-**N**-**O**-**I**-**D**-**E**-**S**

**Z**awsh **N**-**A**-**R**-ee-ah

**A**quamonitor

**B**ox 327-Z

**H**untington, **N**ew **Y**ork 11743
OENOTHERA
The sundrops are available from the following nurseries under a variety of names, including Oenothera fruticosa, O. tetragona and O. youngii.

Plants
Busse Gardens, 635 East 7th Street, Route 2, Box 13, Cokato, MN 55321, Catalogue $1.00.
Carroll Gardens, P.O. Box 310, 444 East Main Street, Westminster, MD 21157, Catalogue free.
Powell's Gardens, Route 2, Box 86, Princeton, NC 27569, Catalogue.
Andre Viette Farm and Nursery, Route 1, Box 6, Fishersville, VA 22939, Catalogue $1.00.

Seed
J. L. Hudson, Seedsman, P.O. Box 1058, Redwood City, CA 94064, Catalogue $1.00.
Thompson and Morgan, P.O. Box 100, Farmingdale, NJ 07727, Catalogue free.

RANUNCULUS
A few of Will Ingwersen's favorite buttercups are available by mail order in this country and Canada.

Plants
Alpenglow Gardens, 13328 King George Highway, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada V3T 2T6, Catalogue $1.00, carries R. gramineus.
Siskiyou Rare Plant Nursery, 2825 Cummings Road, Medford, OR 97501, Catalogue $1.50, carries both R. gramineus and R. montanus.

Seed
Thompson and Morgan, P.O. Box 100, Farmingdale, NJ 07727, Catalogue free, carries seed for two species: R. glacialis, R. gramineus, and they also carry a species mixture that includes R. calandrinoides and three other species he does not mention, R. lingua, R. pyrenaicus and R. aconitifolius.

JEWELS OF THE PLAINS
Wild Flowers of the Great Plains Grasslands and Hills
Claude A. Barr
Barr, a self-trained botanist, lived most of his 95 years as a rancher in South Dakota. This is the warmly personal, delightfully readable account of his abiding love for the native plants of the plains and grasslands. In prose akin to poetry he describes his "prairie gems" and, at the same time, provides botanically accurate, invaluable information for all rock gardeners and landscapers. 119 color photos. $19.95

FLOWERS FOR NORTHERN GARDENS
Leon C. Snyder
For those who face the extremes of temperature change that make flower cultivation in the north so risky, here is a book to help meet the challenge. More than 800 species of herbaceous plants and their varieties are listed, with data on their use and culture, advice on choosing plants for different conditions and purposes, and other essential information. A glossary of botanical terms and index of common names make this guide easy for any gardener to use. 288 color photos. $25.00

University of Minnesota Press
Minneapolis MN 55414
(612) 373-3890
Please send me ______ copy(ies) of JEWELS OF THE PLAINS @ $19.95 and/or ______ copy(ies) of FLOWERS FOR NORTHERN GARDENS @ $25.00

☐ Check enclosed ☐ VISA ☐ MasterCard

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City/State/Zip ____________
Credit Card # ______________________
Signature _________________________
Expiration Date __________________

Payment or credit card information must accompany orders from individuals. MN residents add 6% sales tax.
BUTTERCUPS CONT’D

from page 25

are adorned with narrow, pointed, glaucous, stem-clasping leaves and are topped by several large, splendidly rounded, pure-white blossoms. It is not unusual to discover forms that are semi-double; one exceptionally large-flowered form has been selected and named ‘Grandiflora’. It presents no difficulty if grown in open, sunny positions in sharply drained soil.

Our British roadsides are made colorful each spring by sheets of the lesser celandine, whose flowers present a great temptation to gardeners. Beware! It is a fiendish weed.

One of your own North American buttercups is R. andersonii, which I have not grown but would like to. It is said to have glaucous, pinnatifid leaves, and the flowers are described as “pinkish,” which could be nice or nasty! Perhaps one of your readers can tell me more about it.

New Zealand also offers us R. buchananii, whose deeply cleft, gray-green leaves form dense tufts from which rise nine-inch stems, each carrying one or more spectacular flowers of glistening white.

One of the loveliest of European alpine species is R. parnassifolius, but it naughtily produces forms with small and unattractive flowers, which are sometimes purchased by the unwary buyer. Buy the type with small, leathery, dark-green, heart-shaped leaves and short, branching stems that carry numerous snow-white flowers with wide, overlapping petals.

Our British roadsides are made colorful in early spring by sheets of the lesser celandine, R. ficaria, whose flowers of mixed, glistening gold present a great temptation to gardeners. Beware! Bringing it home is a fatal mistake for it is a fiendish weed in cultivated ground and almost impossible to eliminate since it produces many tiny tubers, each of which grows into a vigorous plant.

There are, however, several selected forms, all found in the wild, that are less invasive. One of the best of these is Ranunculus ficaria ‘Aurantiaca’, whose short-stemmed blossoms are of a rich, coppery-orange color. It does spread, but modestly, and never becomes a pest. There is also a pure white variety and one with primrose-yellow flowers, but of these one should be slightly suspicious and confine them to areas where a moderate invasion is acceptable.

The grass-leaved buttercup, R. graminetanus, is a lovely, easy-to-grow plant from the mountains of southern Europe. When not in flower it looks for all the world like a tuft of narrow-leaved grass, but in spring nine-inch stems carry many large, saucer-shaped flowers of rich yellow. It is good-tempered and long-lived and is a popular and much loved plant.

A divergent species, scattered throughout Europe, is known collectively as R. montanum. In its best forms it is a small but desirable plant, but all the wild types are surpassed by a cultivar named ‘Molten Gold’. It forms the neatest of tufts of either glabrous or slightly hairy leaves, and the whole plant disappears in spring beneath galaxies of bright-gold flowers on very short stems.

A species of which I am particularly fond, partly, perhaps, because it was one of the first alpines I collected on my very first plant-hunting expedition many years ago, is R. sericifera. It is to be found in widely separated areas of the European Alps, usually on limestone. It forms low, loose tufts of finely divided gray-green leaves and bears rounded, milk-white, golden-eyed flowers on very short stems. It is a plant for the stoniest of rock ledges and prefers a spartan diet.

These, then, are a few of the buttercups that delight me. There are many more. They can be propagated by division in early winter or spring, or they all can be raised from seed. It is important to sow the seed as soon as possible after it ripens. Many of the buttercups shed their seed while still sterile, or pot the seedlings on and grow them in a protected location for a year. Will Ingwersen has devoted his life to collecting and growing alpines. He is a recipient of the Royal Horticul­tural Society’s Victoria Medal of Honour.
shapes, as are crown asters, scabiosa, strawflowers and dahlias (buy named tubers, not bedding dahlias). For round, but flat, disc shapes try Calendula for cool climes and Tithonia, which thrives on heat.

To contrast with the round shapes your arrangements will need some vertical spikes like snapdragons or bells of Ireland (Molucella laevis) or feathery Celosia cristata 'Pampas Plume', a mix including some soft pastels, or 'Tango', a rich orange. Tube roses (Polianthes tuberosa) and miniature gladiolus are summer bulbs that can easily be fitted into an annual cutting area. Add some informal daisies such as Gaillardia and cosmos and 'Italian White' sunflowers, Helianthus. The arching stems and pendent trumpets of Nicotiana add grace to any bouquet, especially in the lime-green color, which enhances either pink or yellow combinations. The search for a diversity of shapes sometimes leads to the discovery of a treasure like Emilia javanica (formerly E. sagittata), whose tiny scarlet tassels are adorable scene-stealers in any company. Then there are the flowers valued, not for their individual shapes, but as airy fillers. These might include white Gypsophila elegans 'Covent Garden', commonly called baby's-breath, yellow-green dill (yes, the herb) or cool-blue Cynoglossum amabile, the Chinese forget-me-not.

Once you have fantasized about many, and then painfully narrowed your list down to a few appealing and suitable inhabitants for your cutting garden, carefully check the height of each variety you order. Some plants are naturally short and yet good for cutting, but in the naturally tall species the hybridizers are working against us by seeking ever bushier, lower plants—putting nice long stems in danger of extinction. There is hope. After all, home-grown flowers of any kind were becoming rare a few years ago as suburban yards were all being covered with compact evergreens and ground covers. As more people show an interest in growing their own sturdy, long-lasting cut flowers, the plant breeders will take note. In the meantime, with careful selection and efficient gardening, we can know the thrill of being able to step out of our doors and fill a big basket or a petite bud vase with just the right blooms at just the right stage of growth—all beautifully, unbeatably fresh.

Libby Ferebee owns a free lance flower arranging business called The Cutting Garden in Newport News, Virginia.
One of the biggest commitments and perhaps the wildest stretch of imagination a gardener can make is to plant a tree. Planting a ball and burlap cedar-of-Lebanon (Cedrus libani) for the benefits it may provide a century hence calls for a firm act of faith and a strong interest in creating shade for your grandchildren.

But shade, whether it is the dappled shadow of birch or locust or the dense shade of sugar maple, is only one reason to plant trees. Trees provide year round architectural and textural interest and define space within a landscape. They also serve as background for other plantings. Despite their height and presence, trees do not stand alone in a garden. They are part of a constantly changing seasonal relationship with surrounding plants.

Used as background, trees can help create pleasant, sometimes brilliant plant associations such as the plantings of Japanese umbrella pine (Sciadopitys verticillata) and Rhododendron schlippenbachii in the Pinetum at Winterthur in Wilmington, Delaware. In late April and early May, the royal azalea’s almost transparent blooms are beautifully poised on the still leafless branches. Visible through this shimmering mass are the thick, dark-green whorls of pine needles glistening in the sunlight. The interplay that results makes a striking statement about the various qualities of light. In autumn, the red-orange foliage of the azalea provides another effective, if totally different foil.

Trees can also define the boundaries of your property. Their forms against the sky create one of the most powerful lines in any landscape. Along with their silhouette, trees should be selected for color (of leaf and bloom), texture, ultimate height and width and season of bloom. But even before you select or plant, consider where you want open spaces, enclosure and sunlight.

Trees provide a framework and volume in a garden. Without evergreens, for example, or the strong architectural branching of trees, a northern garden can become almost one dimensional in winter. On a larger property, trees give shape to a landscape, either by emphasizing existing land contours or through their own undulating masses.

Selecting and planting trees is a great lesson in looking ahead—not a mere four or five years but often 20 to 30 years down the road. Because trees take time to grow, there is the temptation to plant them too closely or select fast growers. But time is a funny thing. Looking back, 15 years becomes a remarkably short time. If you planted fast growing third or fourth choices instead of the trees you really wanted, you can only look toward the future with mixed emotions.

When selecting a tree, as with any garden plant, it is crucial to consider the site for the degree of moisture, soil type, pH, etc. Of equal consideration is the environment the maturing trees create around them. Along with an expanding breadth of shade that will naturally affect plants under and nearby, trees offer stiff competition for water and nourishment and in some cases can dramatically affect soil pH.

Your selection of a tree(s) can also create distinct moods within the garden and perhaps complement an existing
planting or setting, I don’t know how many ponds or streams I’ve seen planted with willows. But no matter. Whether the tree is the common weeping willow (Salix babylonica) with its long, pendulous branches, one of its cultivars or another species altogether, the imagery of their fluid, whispering branches, like the water itself, is never redundant.

You certainly want to select some of your favorite trees for your garden, but chances are, in the interest of visual unity, you won’t include even a third of those you originally had in mind. A landscape of trees is not like a collection of porcelain boxes, held together simply because they are the same thing. A planting selected by the “one of those and one of these” method will look like it.

When it becomes necessary to reconsider trees in an existing landscape, it is important to carefully observe why they are there and judge their validity for the garden you have envisioned. Often some fairly basic, albeit difficult decisions have to be made; some trees may, regretfully, have to go, perhaps because they are fast growers now on the decline, less desirable varieties or simply in the wrong place.

In some cases, existing trees may be out of scale, the result of the limited vision of the person who planted them. Large trees can dramatically reduce the size of an area simply by filling it. A saucer magnolia (Magnolia soulangiana) may overwhelm a city garden. On the other hand, star magnolia (Magnolia stellata) as a single specimen or limited grouping, perhaps on the same site, may create the illusion of greater space simply because the trees are smaller and more delicate in branch and bloom.

When selecting trees for a landscape, it is not enough to read catalogs and books. However assiduous the research, this approach will only provide a rough intellectual idea of trees. Nor is it enough to waltz into a favorite nursery and see possible choices neatly labeled in containers. Only through careful and sensitive observation, a kind of all-season tree watching, observing the texture of bark, the way a branch meets a trunk, the wind rippling through the leaves, the fragrance of newly opened leaves—all the tree’s various stages of growth—will you more fully comprehend the role a tree can play in your garden.

—Margaret Hensel

Margaret Hensel is a landscape designer and writer living in Massachusetts.
GARDENER’S MARKETPLACE

ALTERNATE ENERGY PLANTS
FREE FUEL! Novel ornamental shade tree yields car/tractor fuel substitute. Large yield, fast growing; Zone 6. Guaranteed. Seeds $0.50/$5.00. Trees $15.00. Postpaid. HI-PRO NURSERY, Dept. 186F, R.R.1, Boswell, B.C. V0A 1A0.

AUSTRALIAN WILDFLOWER SEEDS
Rare, selective, collection. 200 species of brilliant, AUSTRALIAN WILDFLOWERS. Planting guide with order. Books available. Two International Postal Reply Coupons for FREE descriptive lists. BUSHLAND FLORA AUSTRALIAN SEED SPECIALISTS, Box 118, Scarborough 6019, Western Australia.

THE AVANT GARDENER
“DIFFERENT, EXCITING, GREAT FUN TO READ—for the gardener who wants to get more out of gardening!” Subscribe to THE AVANT GARDENER, the most useful, most quoted of all gardening publications. Every month this unique news service brings you the newest and most practical on-going gardening information—new plants, techniques, with sources for every item, plus feature articles, special issues. Now in its 14th year. Awarded the Garden Club of America Medal for outstanding achievement in horticulture. Special to new subscribers (Refundable). THE AVANT GARDENER, Box 489M, New York, NY 10028.

AZALEAS & RHODODENDRONS
JUNE/JULY BLOOMING AZALEAS—Extend your blooming season with ‘Carlson’s Postscript Azaleas’, Mailorder Catalog $2.00 (deductible). CARLSON'S GARDENS, Box 305AH50, South Salem, NY 10590.


BAMBOO-AREU-SULCHEA
Beautiful, hardy specimens. No delivery. J. NICHOLSON, 7207 Bellona Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21212. (301) 377-7480.

BEGONIAS
BEGONIAS: THE COMPLETE REFERENCE GUIDE, by Mildred L. and Edward J. Thompson. 384 pages, 850 illustrations (165 in color). Culture, classification and history of begonias in one definitive volume. Price $35.00 (shipping included in U.S., UPS or first class mail). For autographed copies write THE THOMPSON, PO Drawer PP, Southampton, NY 11968. Enclose $35.00 check, or use Master Charge or Visa Card.

BONSAI
BONSAI PLANTS, Indoor and Outdoor, Pots, Tools, Books. Catalog “AH.” BONSAI FARM, PO Box 427, Lavernia, TX 78121.

Reach the single most devoted group of gardeners in the country by advertising in our classified section.

Classified Ad Rates:
50¢ per word; $10.00 minimum per insertion.

Copy must be received two months prior to publication date. Send orders to the attention of Cindy Weakland, American Horticultural Society, Box 0105, Mt. Vernon, VA 22121. Or call (703) 768-5700.

Payment for all classified advertisements must be made in advance. All copy subject to the approval of the Society.

FLOWER PRESSING METHODS AND DESIGN. Informative 24-page booklet, 5½ x 8½, $5.00 postpaid. NANCY HOOK, 4034 Nelson Heights Road, Cazenovia, NY 13035.

Horticultural and Botanical Books Bought and Sold. Current Sale Catalogue, over 1,000 Titles, $1.00. POMONA BOOKS, Rockton, Ontario, Canada, LOR IXO.

EXOTICA 4, enlarged to 16,300 photos, by Dr. A.B. Graf, 2,590 pages in 2 volumes, $175. TROPICA-7,000 color photos of exotic plants and trees, $115. EXOTIC PLANT MANUAL-4,200 photos, $37.50. EXOTIC HOUSE PLANTS—1,200 photos, $8.95. Circulars gladly sent. ROEFHS, Box 125, E. Rutherford, NJ 07073.

BRITISH TEAK GARDEN SEATS
Solid Teakwood Garden Seats—featured in the aboretums & gardens of England. The perfect heirloom gift for church, park or private garden. Send $1.00 (deductible) for color catalogue and current price list. COUNTRY CASUAL, 17317 Germantown Road, Germantown, MD 20874. (301) 428-3434.

BROMELIADS
DECORATIVE BROMELIADS at reasonable prices. 21 page DESCRIPTIVE LIST $1.50. Also 80 page book BROMELIADS FOR MODERN LIVING with 135 color photos, $5.00 for both. THE BROMELIAD TREASURY, 639 Bend Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94087.

BULBS
Miss Mason's Nerines, very floriforous, 3 bulbs $10 postpaid. Rare bulb list, $1.00, deductible for both. THE COUNTRY GARDEN, Box 721-AH, La Habra, CA 90631.

CACTI & SUCCULENTS

EPHYLLUMS (ORCHID CACTUS). Rhipsalis, Rattail Cacti, Hoyas, Christmas/Easter cactus. Hundreds available in our full color 37-page plantbook/crop catalogs. Only $1.00 (deductible) RAINBOW GARDENS, Box 721-AH, La Habra, CA 90631. NOTE: We specialize in cactus books (115 new), Ferns, Bromeliads, Begonias and Iris books.

CACTUS/SUCCULENT PLANT and Seed catalog, $1.00. MESA FLORA, Star Route 1, Box 1047, Yucca Valley, CA 92284.

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS

Rare and bizarre carnivores. Quality plants, supplies at discount prices. Informative illustrated catalog 50¢, WIP, 1347 17th., Los Osos, CA 93402.
NEW! Put these "SEEK AND DESTROY" insect killers to work in your lawn or garden. SEEK* ELIMINATES THE MOST DAMAGING SOIL COMPLEX INSECTS. A HOMEOWNER CAN FACE... WITHOUT CHEMICALS... WITHOUT HARMING PLANTS.

These special insect-eliminating nematodes actually seek out and destroy sod webworms (lawn moth larvae), armyworms, white grubs, cutworms, onion maggots, wireworms, root weevils, cabbage root maggots, and other dreaded soil complex insects... WITHOUT CHEMICALS, WITHOUT DAMAGE TO PLANTS, AND WITHOUT HARMING THE ENVIRONMENT.

Each container of SEEK* Concentrate gives you more than 500,000 of these insect destroying nematodes (Neoaplectana carpocapsae).

Use anytime... even during planting or transplanting! Simply mix with water and spray on affected area...

Each nematode immediately begins its search for plant-destroying soil complex insects. Unlike chemicals which rely on direct contact, this nematode seeks out insects below the soil surface.

Within 24 hours after contact with SEEK*, the insect is dead... and each application puts more than 500,000 nematodes to work.

One Single Application Provides "Seek and Destroy" Protection for up to 45 days — more than ample time to rid your lawn or garden of even the heaviest infestation.

GUARANTEE

Used according to label instructions, SEEK* will solve your soil complex insect problems. Guaranteed. If dissatisfied, please contact us.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER TO READERS

Call toll-free or clip and mail the coupon below to take advantage of this limited-time-only introductory offer:

To Charge By Phone CALL TOLL-FREE:
800-852-5000. Ask for Dept A5.

Yes!* A container of SEEK* for my lawn and garden without chemicals. Please rush me: ( ) SEEK* Concentrate at $49.95 each. Includes shipping and handling. (California residents add 6% sales tax.) Each container treats up to 500 square feet.

Total $ ( ) Check Enclosed
Change my ( ) VISA ( ) MAestro ( ) MasterCard Account Number Exp.

Signature Name
Address City State ZIP

Mail to: SEEK INC, 3355 Birch Dept A5, Palo Alto, CA 94306

GARDENER'S MARKETPLACE CON'T

CATALOGS


CLOTHING

LEE jeans. Factory outlet work clothes. Shoes. Bargains on new shirts (low as $9.95), LEE jackets, boots, gloves, coveralls. Send $1.00 for catalog. SARA GLOVE CO, 16 Cherry Ave, Dept C-131, Waterbury, CT 06704.

COMPOST BAGS

POST HASTE composting bags let you have useful compost in two weeks. Made from DuPont's "Tyvek," POST HASTE bags hold in heat but let air circulate and excess moisture escape. Send order for post order: 1 bag, $1.95; 5 bags, $8.95; 10 for $16.95, to FARM-CON, PO Box 9028, Wilmington, DE 19809.

DAFFODIL BULBS

Naturalizing Mixtures (8 varieties): Mixed Colors or Yellow, Bushel $68, Peck $21, King Alfred Bushel $50, Peck $15. 10% discount before June 15, Postpaid East of Mississippi. 10% extra West. 90% pot ready, 10% stump. 500,000 bulbs to 10,000,000 bulbs. Free to Southern California! RIVER'S EDGE FARM, Rt. 4, Box 228A, Gloucester, VA 23061.

DRIP IRRIGATION

Drip irrigation—ideal for flowers, vegetables, etc. Save water, reduce disease, increase yields, durable. Free information. MISER IRRIGATION, Box 94616 AH, Lincoln, NE 68509-4616.

EVERGREENS


EVERGREENS


FOOD

ZUCCHINI RELISHES. Excellent flavor, versatile, crisp, mild, easy. Send list for SASE. ROSS ENTERPRISES, Rt 2, Box 1233 Mansfield, Box 1144, Spokane, WA 99205.

GARDENING

CONC. LIQUID ORGANIC FERTILIZER/SOIL CONDITIONER. For all indoor/outdoor plants. Complete instructions for proper results, $1.00, FREE with order. $4.00/Pl., $7.00/Qt., $10.00/Gal. GULF CHEMURGICS, PO Box N, Empire, LA 70050.

GREENHOUSE ACCESSORIES

PROPAGATORS! AQUA-MONITOR mist controls get the highest in plant survivals and profits. Write, we will prove it! FREE! AQUA-MONITOR, Box 327-B, Huntington, NY 11743.

GREENHOUSE GROWING

Hard-to-find hobby, greenhouse equipment and supplies. Unique Catalog $2.00, refundable. CHARLEY'S GREENHOUSE, 12815-AH Northeast 124th St, Kirkland, WA 98033.

HARPER HORTICULTURAL SLIDE LIBRARY (PAMELA HARPER).

We supply many of the pictures in this and other garden magazines. You may rent these and 40,000 others, or buy duplicates. Lecture programs on many topics. Catalog $1.00. 219 Robbana Shores, Seaford, WA 25696.

HERBS

A step toward the good life! Dried herbs, spices, oils. FREE retail listing, FREE instructions. SWEETBRIAR HERBS, 628-A Vanderbilt Street, Brooklyn, NY 11218.

HOLD EVERYTHING

Judy's leaving! Best of luck to our Editor from the staff at AHS.

HORTICULTURAL GIFTS


HOUSE PLANTS

ORCHIDS, GESENIUSS, BEGONIAS, CACTI & SUCCULENTS. Visitors welcome. 1982-83 Catalog $1.25. LAURAY OF SALISBURY, Rt 41 (Undermountain Rd.), Salisbury, CT 06776 (203) 435-2263.

HOYA SPECIAL

What is a Hoya? Send $1.00 for descriptive list. Limited Hoya introductory offer. 3 each different plant postcard for $14.95 postpaid, guaranteed! SANT LUIS GARDENS, 4816 Bridge Creek, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401.

INDOOR GARDENING/GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES

START YOUR SEEDLINGS! Tools, equipment and information for greenhouse and indoor gardeners. Prompt service. Catalog $0.40. GRO-TEK, South Berwick, ME 03908.
INTERESTED IN A SHADY DEAL?
Protect your plants from blistering sun with SHADE CLOTH. Write or call (collect 404/778-8654) 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. EST weekdays for FREE informational kit. Your custom fabricated order, complete with reinforced binding and brass grommets, is normally shipped within 10 days. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Economical, effective, long lasting, practical and a proven way to create a more beautiful, healthy and efficient greenhouse. Used also as patio shade, protective bird netting, tarpaulin and swimming pool cover. Mastercard and Visa. YONAH MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Box 280 AH, Cornelia, GA 30531.

IRIS
More than 1,500 varieties of Bearded Iris at affordable prices. Catalog $1.00, refundable with first order. CAI-DIXIE IRIS GARDENS, 14115 Pear Street, Riverside, CA 92504.

MAPLES

MINIATURE ROSES
Miniature roses, miniature roses. newest in rose world. FREE catalog. THE MINIFEARM, Route 1, Box 501, Bon Aqua, TN 37025.

MISCELLANEOUS
Exotic Butterflies, Beetles, etc, Africa, Brazil, etc. 64 Page Catalog, $1.00, COMPLETE SCIENCES, PO Box 307-H, Cornelias, GA 31031.

NATIVE PLANTS-HARDY PERENNIALS
RUSSELL GRAHAM PURVEYOR OF PLANTS. Featuring hardy cyclamen, native plants, hardy ferns, novelty dahlias, lily species, specialty bulbs and hardy perennials. An extraordinary selection of uncommon plants. Descriptive catalog $2.00 (refundable on 1st purchase). Visitors welcome by appointment only. RUSSELL GRAHAM PURVEYOR OF PLANTS, Dept. 2A, 4036 Eagle Crest Road NW, Salem, OR 97304.

ORCHIDS
ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS! ORCHIDS! Bromeliads, Staghorn Ferns, Books, Peters Fertilizer, Potting Mixes, Supplies for indoor and greenhouse culture. REQUEST CATALOG. FOX ORCHIDS, INC., 6615 West Markham, Little Rock, AR 72205.

ORCHIDS, HOYAS, EPIPHYLLUMS, MORE. SEND 50C FOR 16 PAGE LIST. MAGGIC PLANTS, 8562 Fireside Avenue, San Diego, CA 92123.

PEONIES
PEONIES, HERBACEOUS, double, single, Japanese, shown May-June. FREE descriptive lists available AND PENNY NURSERY, 6308 180th S.F., Snohomish, WA 98290.

PERENNIALS
Outstanding collection of rare and choice herbaceous perennials at reasonable prices. Send $1.00 to SWEET SPRINGS PERENNIAL GROWERS, Dept. AH, PO Box 1335, Arroyo Grande, CA 93420.

PHALAENOPSIS (MOTH) ORCHIDS
Blooming size, values to $20.00. Minimum order 3 plants, $9.50 each, prepaid. Catalog $1.00, credited on first order. GREEN VALLEY ORCHIDS, RT 1, Box 2335, Folsom, CA 95637. (504) 796-5783.

PLANT HANGERS
BEAUTIFUL PLANT HANGERS. Colors for any decor. CARDEE-HOUSE OF MACRAME, 3317 North Arrow Drive, Peoria, IL 61614.

PLANTS—RARE BUT AFFORDABLE

PLUMERIAS
First Time Offer in the U.S.: PLUMERIA cuttings from the most fragrant, exotic named cultivars. Send for FREE descriptive price list. Also, Plumeria seeds from the best hybrids—12 for $3.50. Book—THE EASY PLUMERIA (Frangipani) by Elizabeth H. Thornton—covering cultivation, propagation and care $4.50 per copy. THE PLUMERIA PEOPLE, PO Box 720291, Houston, TX 77272.

POSITION WANTED

RHODODENDRONS & AZALEAS
LANDSCAPE SIZES requiring no coddling—choice, hardy Rhododendrons and Azaleas. Catalog $2.00 (deductible). CARLSON'S GREENHOUSES, Box 305-AH32, Round Lake, IL 60073.

SEA ONION
Beautiful, unusual "Sea Onion" (Brownea)—two year size bulbs $3.50 postpaid. Haworthias, little starlike succulents: collection 10 different—$15 postpaid. HOUSE PLANTS UNLIMITED, I-70 at Millersburg Exit, Columbus, OH 43201.

SEDUM—SEMPERVIVUM
NEW SEDUM—SEMPERVIVUM 1983 Catalog: 25¢; Over 100 varieties Sedum; over 350 varieties sempervivum. Sampler collections: Sedum $8.55; Sempervivum $8.55. Order both for $10.00 ppd. STANN LYMAN, ALPINE GARDENS, Box 247AH, Dallas, OR 97738.

TETRAPLOID DAYLILIES
Over 450 hybrids; exotic new Tetraploid introductions. Catalog $1.00, deductible with order for plants. SEALIGHT GARDENS, 134 Indian Hill, Carlisle, MA 01741 (617) 369-2172. Visitors welcome!

TREE PROBLEMS—BOTANICAL OR LEGAL
For Directory of members of the American Society of Consulting Arborists—the experts in tree care and appraisals for legal matters, write: ASCA, 315AH Franklin Road, North Brunswick, NJ 08902.

UNUSUAL INDOOR PLANTS
Unusual Indoor Plants, 1,800 Varieties—Begonias, Ferns, Geraniums, Herbs, Exotics. NEW 1982-84 catalog with more color $2.50. LOGEE'S GREENHOUSES, AH, 55 North Street, Danielson, CT 06239.

UNUSUAL PLANTS
Begonias, African Violets, Geraniums. Cuttings or plants. 12 African violet leaves $10.50 ppd. Price list SASE. KRISTY'S CREATIONS, 3111 Windsor, Dept. AH6, Waco, TX 76708.

Pulling Up Roots?
Keep your move trauma-free! Send us your new address so that you won't miss any copies of American Horticulturist. Please notify us six weeks before you move.

Old Address:
Name:
Address:
City State Zip

New Address:
Name:
Address:
City State Zip

My new address will be effective on the following date:

Please return this form to Janet McGurrey, AHS, P.O. Box 9105, Mount Vernon, VA 22121.
It Tells You When to Water

The lower half of the Nutriponics® planter shown above is transparent so you can see the water level. The roots grow down into the liquid and pull up water and nutrients as needed. You need add water only every week or two depending on the plant. Tomatoes may require more frequent watering when the plant is large.

Our instruction leaflet on growing tomatoes indoors is free for the asking. Also we have written an illustrated 52-page book on NUTRIPONICS which is included in each of the kits listed in the coupon shown below.

The tomatoes in the above photo are Pixie which are sweet and very red, and they are larger than cherry tomatoes. They are growing in our attractive planter which makes plants grow faster and better. We have had similar success with all types of plants from African Violets to Geraniums to Sunflowers. You can also use Nutriponics to give your plants a head start for planting later outdoors.

You will be thrilled at how easy it is to grow your favorite plants using this new technique. We do not grow plants for sale, but we have hundreds of different kinds of plants growing in our experimental areas. Write us for more information or use the coupon below.

Windowsill Gardens, Grafton, N.H. 03240, Dept. AHB

☐ Send Information
☐ Send $9.95 kit
☐ Send $19.80 kit

Name __________________________
Street _______________________
City__ State__ Zip __________

Includes planter shown above. Include $2.00 for shipping.